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Abstract 

Abstract 

In this report we discuss a new type of pulse-tube refrigerator. A pulse-tube refrigerator is a cooler with no 
moving parts in the cold region. This has the advantage that the cooler is simpler and more reliable, and it 
also reduces vibrations, which is useful in several applications. In the new type of cooler we try to omit the 
regenerator. The results are promising, but there is a lot of research necessary to develop a system with this 
type of pulse tube, that works comparable to conventional pulse-tube refrigerators. The advantages of a 
pulse-tube refrigerator, Iike we developed, compared to conventional pulse tube refrigerators, are the 
reduction in weight and costs, because one doesn't need the expensive and heavy regenerator. Another 
advantage is that we can omit the buffers, which is another large reduction in volume and weight of the 
system. 

The principle of the new type of pulse-tube refrigerator can be summarized as follows. In a conventional 
pulse tube, the regenerator is used to store heat, when gas is flowing towards the pulse tube, and give the 
heat back to the gas, when it is flowing out of the pulse tube. If we take two pulse tubes, working in counter 
phase, one regenerator takes up heat when the other regenerator is giving of heat. The two regenerators can 
then be replaced by a heat exchanger, which transports the heat from one gas flow to the other. 

The lowest temperature reached with this system is -70.9°C, using buffers. Without the buffers the lowest 
temperature reached is -68.0°C. The difference between these two temperatures is small. This means that 
later, in commercial development, the buffers can be omitted. An important factor one has to consicter in 
omitting the buffers, is that there can be a DC-flow from one pulse tube to the other. 

We have done measurements with three different tube-in-tube heat exchangers. From the pressure drops 
over the heat exchangers we can conclude that the best approximation for the friction factor for the flowsin 
the tubes of the heatexchangerare in accordance with the Reynolds numbers. But there is still a large 
difference between the theoretica) friction factors and the measured friction factors. From the comparison 
with the heat transfer theory one can conclude the inner tubewallof the heat exchangers has Iittle effect on 
the heat exchange. The theory we have developed seems to be consistent with the experiments, if we look 
at the exchanged heat and temperature difference between the inner and outer tube. The inlet length in 
some heat exchangers was quite large compared to the length of the heat exchanger, so i niet effects can 
play an important role. 

The optimum frequency of the pressure oscillation is independent on the si zes of the heat exchanger. 
Except for one heat exchanger, in which the large difference in pressure oscillation changes the optimum 
frequency. There seems to be one optimum setting for the system with respect to the frequency and orifice 
conductivities, for each heat exchanger. The pressure drop over the heat exchanger can become quite large 
(up to 5.8 bar) compared totheinput pressure oscillation amplitude (6.3 to 7.8 bar). So this is an important 
parameter to consicter in later research. 

Another effect was seen when we closed the entrance to one si de of the heat exchanger. This effect, best 
seen when the inner tube of the heat exchanger was closed and gas is only flowing through the outer tube, 
showed the pulse tube connected to this tube of the counterflow heat exchanger is still working. This is 
probably due to the "regenerator" -effect of the outer tube wal I. 

The cooling power is approximately linearly dependant on the temperature of the cold si de and reaches up 
to 1 watt at -25°C, for the situations with and without buffers. 
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Chapter I Introduetion 

1 Introduetion 

In this report we discuss a new type of pulse-tube refrigerator. In the new type of cooler we omit the 
regenerator. The advantages of a pulse-tube refrigerator like we developed compared to a conventional 
pulse-tube refrigerator are the reduction in weight and cost, because one doesn't need the expensive and 
heavy regenerator. Another advantage is we can omit the buffers, which is a large reduction in volume and 
weight of the system. 

4 

In this report we give an introduetion to this type of pulse-tube refrigerator. The theory as wellas the set-up 
are in a early stage of development. Both still need a lot of work. The main goal of this report and the 
experimentsis to prove the idea of such a pulse tube can work and to give an introduetion to the principles 
behind this idea. 

We first discuss the pulse-tube refrigerator with regenerator, to compare it with the new type. Then we 
discuss the dynamics of heat exchangers, and the implementations on the new pulse tube system. Finally 
we look at the experimental set-up and the results. 
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2 List of symbols and constants 

2.1 List of symbols 

We use a variety of symbols and subscripts in this report. In the list below all symbols are given, with their 
meaning, unless it is defined differently in the text. 

2.1.1 Symbols 2.1.2 Subscripts 

A Area 0 Average 
c1 Flow conductance 1 Amplitude 
c Capacity flow A First si de of heat exchanger 
Cr Molar specific heat at constant pressure b Buffer 
Cv Molar specific heat at constant volume B Second si de of heat exchanger 
D Diameter c Cold tube 
/rr Friction factor c Compressor 
g Gravity acceleration CAC Compressor after cooler 
G Mass flux eh ar Characteristic 
h Heat transfer coefficient e Effective 
H Enthalpy ext External 
K Pressure loss coefficient f Flow 
L Length g Gas 
M Molarmass gen Generated 
m Mass h Hydraulic 
m Mass flow h Hot tube 
n Number of moles H High pressure 

* H High temperature side 
n Molar flow he Heat exchanger 
p Pressure Inner 
q Heat flow per area irr Irreversible 

Q Total heat flow 
L Low pressure 
L Low temperature side 

R Universa! gas constant m Mol ar s Entropy 0 Outer 
t Time p Constant pressure 
T Temperature r Regenerator 
V Velocity r In radial-direction 
V Volume t Pulse tube w Work V Constant volume 
a Velocity ratio w Wall 
av Volumetrie thermal expansion x In x-direction 

coefficient 00 In fini te 
p Natura! convection coefficient 
ê Effectivity 
K Thermal conductivity 

1J Viscosity 

p Density 
(J) Angular frequency 
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2.2 Dimensionless Numbers 

In our theory we also use dimensionless numbers. In the list below all these numbers are listed, including 
their meaning. 

Formula Symbol 

Br 

frr 

Fr 
gL 

Gr 

hD. 
Nu 

l(g 

vL 
Pe 

l(g 

C/7 V 
Pr 

Ml(g l(g 

pvDh 
Re 

1J 

r 

Name 

Brinkman number 

Pressure coefficient 

Friction factor 

Froude number 

Grashof number 

Nusselt number 

Peelet number 

Prandtl number 

Reynolds number 

Heat capacity ratio 

Description 

Ratio between viscous dissipation 

and heat exchange 

Ratio between pressure drop 

and Bernoulli pressure drop 

Ratio between pressure drop in a 

tube and Bernoulli pressure drop 

Ratio between stationary forces and 

gravity 

Ratio between natura! convection 

and viscous forces 

Dimensionless representation of 

convective heat transport 

Ratio between convection and 

conduction 

Ratio between heat transport and 

Momenturn transport 

Ratio between stationary forces and 

viscous forces 

Ratio between molar specific heat 

at constant pressure and molar 
specific heat at constant volume 
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2.3 Other definitions 

Other definitions used in this report are 

V = kinematic viscosity =% and 

m 
G= mass flux = - . 

A 

2.4 Constants 

In the calculations we use some constants valid for helium. Their values are listed below. 

R Universa! gas constant 8.31 J/mol K 

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure 5/2 R 

Cv Specific heat at constant volume 3/2 R 

Pr Prandtl number 0.71 

l(g Thermal conductivity at room temperature 0.15 WIK m 

l(w Thermal conductivity for stainless steel at room temperature 50W/Km 

t7 Viscosity at room temperature 20 10·6 Pas 

Ij Stefan-Bolzman constant 56.7 10·9 W/m2 K4 

7 
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3 The pulse-tube refrigerator 

Pulse tubes are closed volumes in which an alternaring flow is generated by a compressor. This gas flow 
generates cooling power. Pulse-tube refrigerators are coolers withno moving parts in the cold region. 
This has several advantages: 
• The cooler is more reliable and cheaper, because it is simpler. 
• There are no vibrations 
We first describe a single-orifice Gifford-McMahon-type pulse-tube refrigerator. In the next chapters we 
describe the new type of pulse-tube refrigerator, with a heatexchangeras we have developed in this work. 

3.1 Single-orifice Gifford-McMahon-type pulse-tube refrigerator 

In 1984, Mi kul in increased the performance of the basic pulse-tube cooler [5] by actding an orifice. A 
compressor and a valve system provide the altemating pressure needed to cool. 

c 
cc PB V R 

ex 
PT 

HX 
0 

Figure 3.1. The single orifice Gifford-McMahon-type pulse-tube refrigerator. 
CC: Compressor after cooler 
C: Compressor 
PB: High and the low pressure buffers 
V: Rotating valve 
R: Regenerator 
CX: Cold heat exchanger 
PT: Pulse tube 
HX: Hot heat exchanger 
0: Orifice 
B: Buffer volume 

B 
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The regenerator is an element with large heat capacity. It takes heat from the gas when the gas is moving 
out of the compressor, and gives it back when the gas is moving back. This makes it possible to have a 
temperature difference between the compressor and the cold heat exchanger. The compressor after cooler 
uses water to extract heat generated in the compressor. The cold heat exchanger takes up heat from an 
extemalload, and the hot heat exchanger keeps the temperature of the gas, flowing from the pulse tube into 
the buffer, constant 
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3.2 Basic concepts 

In this section we will explain the principles bebind the pulse-tube refrigerator. This will be done with 
some idealizations. We will first explain this by following a gas parceL Then by looking at the 
thermodynamics of parts of the system. 

3.3 Basic concepts I 

In this section we will explain the cooling principle of the pulse tube, by consictering small gas pareels 
flowing through the tube. We assume that pressure oscillations in the pulse tubes have the cyclic shape 
shown in tigure 3.2. 

p i 

A· 
PLr---• 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 

t 
Figure 3.2. The shape ofthe pressure oscillations. 

In stage 1 the pressure is increased from the low pressure PL to the pressure PH· Then the pressure stays 
constant in stage 2. In stage 3 the pressure is decreased from PH to PL· Finally in stage 4 the pressure stays 
constant again, after which the cycle restarts. 

9 

The orifice is a relatively large flow resistance. For the explanation, we will assume that the orifice is open 
during steps 2 and 4 and closed during steps 1 and 3. We will assume the flow in the tube to be a plug flow, 
so there is no mixing. The processes in the tube are adiabatic. There is no heat conduction in the tube. The 
heat exchangers are considered i deal, so there temperature and the temperature of the gas leaving it are 
constant. The heat exchange in the regenerator is considered ideal. There is no heat conduction through the 
regenerator, and finally the regenerator has no flow resistance. 
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3.3.1 Following a gas parcel 

We now consider a gas parcel startingat point A in figure 3.2. In point B in figure 3.2, it is just leaving the 
regenerator (See also figure 3.3). Inside the regenerator, the parcel has the same temperature as the 
regenerator (ideal heat exchange). After the parcel has left the regenerator, it is compressed adiabaticly 
(orifice closed), while it is rnaving towards the orifice (gas is still flowing into the tube). In step 2 the 
orifice is open. Gas is now flowing towards the buffer volume. The pressure stays constant, so the 
temperature stays constant also. In step 3 the orifice is closed and the pressure is decreased. So the parcel is 
decompressed adiabaticly. At the same time the parcel is rnaving towards the regenerator. In step 4 the 
pressure stays constant again, and the orifice is open. So now the gas parcel is rnaving isothermally towards 
the regenerator. When the gas parcel reaches the regenerator, its temperature is lower then the temperature 
of the regenerator. The parcel then assumes the temperature of the regenerator (and cold heat exchanger). 
This is when the cooling takes place. 

270 

250 

230 

210 

190 

4 

. . . . . 170 

150 

·0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 

x 

Figure 3.3. The temperafure of a gas parcel as ajunetion ofthe position. Fora negative position (x<O) the 
parcel is in the regenerator and fora positive position ( x>O) the parcel is in the pulse tube. 

Because the buffer volume is much larger then the pulse tube volume, this pressure is assumed to be 
constant. After some calculations, in which we assume the flow through the orifice equal to the difference 
of squares of the pressures over it, we find the pressure in the buffer, which is 

~ 
pb=v~· 3.1 

We can also see that the parcel returns at the cold heat exchanger with a lower temperature by looking at 
the pressure and velocity at the cold heat exchanger. If we make a harmonie approximation, we re gard all 
pressure time dependences as harmonie, with angular frequency w. In this case the pressure in the pulse 
tube is 

P1 =Po+ p 1 cos(mt ). 3.2 

If we take the pressure amplitude, p 1 much smaller than the average pressure, p0, than from (3.1) it follows 
that the pressure in the buffer is approximately p0. We assume that the velocity of the gas flowing through 
the orifice is proportional to the pressure difference over it. So then the velocity of the gas at the hot end of 
the pulse tube is 

vH =a cos( rot), 3.3 

with a, a constant depending on the conductivity of the orifice. 
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The velocity ofthe gas at the regenerator side is equal to the velocity at the hot end plus the change in 
Iength ofthe gas column in the pulse tube due to compression and expansion. This latter term is 
proportional to the rate of change in pressure dp/dt. The velocity is than 

vL =acos(wt)-aasin(wt)=a.JI+a 2 cos(wt+cp0 ) 3.4 
with ~p0=arctan(a) and a, the velocity ratio (See also chapter 6). Let us detine 

cp = OJt +cp0 . 3.5 

Th en 

vH =a cos(cp- cp0) and 3.6 

vL = a.JI + a 2 cos{cp) 3.7 
Lets take a gas parcel that leaves the cold heat exchanger with VLi at ~p=1p1 (See tigure 3.4). It will be back 
at the cold heat exchanger with velocity vu=-vLi at ~p=cpF21C-(/Ji· In tigure 3.4 we see the pressure and the 
velocity at the cold heat exchanger. We see that the parcel returns with a lower pressure. 

lP; IPr 

Figure 3.4. The pressure andvelocity ofthe gas at the cold heat exchanger. 

We consider the processes inside the pulse tube isentropic. The second law ofthermodynamics 

. If2 I .. S= -+ S+S. T IIT' 
3.8 

. . 
gives the rate of change in entropy S , as a function of the heat flow into the system, Q, the entropy flow 

11 

into the system, ( S = n Sm ), the irreversible entropy production, Sirr and the temperature, T. The change of 

molar entropy can be written as [15] 

dS = CP dT- (avm) dn. 
m T aT r 

p 

3.9 
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In case of an isentropic process equation 3.9 can be used to write the temperature change dT as a function 
of the pressure change, dp, like 

dT = TavVm dp. (isentropic process) 3.10 
CP 

With av the volumetrie thermal expansion coefficient defined as 

av=:.rd:; 1 3.11 

12 

This coefficient is usually positive. So if the pressure is lowered in an isentropic process, the temperature is 
also lowered. This explains why the gas parcel comes back at the cold heat exchanger with a lower 
temperature. 

3.4 Basic concepts 11 

Now we willlook at the thermodynamics of the pulse-tube refrigerator. We will use this later on to 
compare these thermodynamics of a conventional pulse tube to the thermodynamics of our system. 

3.4.1 General thermodynamics 

If we want to describe the thermodynamics of pulse tubes, weneed the first and second law of 
thermodynamics. The first law for an open system reads 

• 
(; = LQ+ :LH- LPV +Wext · 3.12 

So the rate of change in intemal energy of a system, U , is caused by heat flows, Q, enthalpy flows 

( H = n H m ), by pressure work done by the system, 

Wcxt· The molar enthalpy is given by 

Hm=Um+PVm. 
The change in molar enthalpy can be written as 

dHm =C,dT+m -T(a;; l}p 
The second term is zero for an ideal gas. 
For anideal gas formula 3.9 can de written as 

CP R 
dSm = TdT -pdp, (ideal gas) 

using the ideal gas law 

pVm =R. (idealgas) 
T 

We can also use the Poisson equation 

p 1-rTr =constant (ideal gas), 

p V , or by external work applied on the system, 

3.13 

3.14 

3.15 

3.16 

3.17 
with y, the heat capacity ratio. The difference between formula 3.9 and 3.14 gives arelation between the 
molar enthalpy and the molar entropy 

TdSm = dH m- Vmdp. 3.18 

We assume that, all processes are slow enough to ensure that all thermodynamica! quantities in a small 
volume have a well-defined value. We also only consider ideal gases. 
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3.4.2 Thermodynamics in a pulse-tube refrigerator 

In the next part the following assumptions are made. We assume that in the regenerator there is no flow 
resistance, no heat conduction through the regenerator material, and a perfect heat exchange between the 
regenerator and the gas. We assume that the heat capacity of the regenerator is much larger than that of the 
gas flowing through it, so the regenerator has a constant temperature in time. In this case no entropy is 
produced in the regenerator. We assume no irreversible processes intheregenerator or in the tube. The 
expansion and compression of the gas in the tube is considered to be adiabatic. The gas is ideal and has no 
heat conductivity or viscosity. The heat exchangers are considered to be ideal. This means that gas leaving 
the heat exchanger has a constant temperature equal to that of the heat exchanger. The connecting tubes 
have no void volume. We also neglect the entropy production in the heat exchangers. This because entropy 
production in the heat exchangers is a third order term in the pressure amplitude and the entropy production 
in the orifice is asecondorder term [4]. 

3.4.2.1 The orifice 

We consicter a constant volume containing the orifice. On this system there is no work done. And because 
the processes are isothermal, there is nonet enthalpy flow. 

Figure 3.5. Control volume containing the orifice. 

The first law gives then that there is also no heat flowing in or out of this system. There is nonet entropy 
flow from the buffer si de, because the temperature and the pressure are constant here. But on the pulse tube 
side there is gas coming in at high pressure (low entropy) and leaving it at low pressure (high entropy). So 
there is a net entropy flow going from the orifice to the pulse tube. This entropy is created in the orifice. So 
we can write 
-• 
s = sorijice . 3.19 

This entropy production is equal to [ 4] 

. 1 2 
Sorifice = 2C,p, · 3.20 
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3.4.2.2 The heat exchanger and pulse tube. 

Next we look at a control volume containing the hot heatexchangerand the pulse tube. Through the right 
border there is entering a net entropy flow into this system. The left side is in the pulse tube, and because 
we assumed only adiabatic and no irreversible processes, there is nonet entropy flow there. We also 
neglect the entropy production in the heat exchanger. By taking the second law we get 

QH -s T- orifice· 
H 

3.21 

14 

Which means that the heat removed in the hot heat exchanger divided by the hot temperature is equal to the 
net entropy produced in the orifice. Now we look at the first law. There is no work doneon the system and 
the volume is constant. There is heat extracted in the heat exchanger and there is only a net enthalpy flow 
coming from the left. This is so, because gas is flowing with high pressure (thus high temperature 
(Poisson), thus high enthalpy) to the right and with low pressure (thus low temperature, thus low enthalpy) 
to the left. Taking the first law we get 
-• 

3.22 

s 

•• 

Figure 3.6.Control volume containing the hot heat exchanger. 
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3.4.2.3 Cold heat exchanger 

In the next control volume we contain the cold heat exchanger. In this volume there is a net enthalpy flow 
leaving the right side, because the enthalpy flow is constant in the pulse tube. There is no net enthalpy flow 
through the left si de. This is so, because the gas flowing through the regenerator has the same, constant, 
temperature as the regenerator. But there is heat entering the volume via the heat exchanger. The first law 
gives that this heat is equal to the enthalpy leaving the heat exchanger. From the previous sectien we can 
get the enthalpy flow 

-• 
3.23 

From the right border there is no entropy flowing into the volume. Because there is heat coming into this 
volume we have an entropy flow in the regenerator. Taking the first law, we get 

S, = QL. 
TL 

3.24 

-• 
H 

Figure 3. 7. Control volume with cold heat exchanger. 
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3.4.2.4 The regenerator 

In an i deal regenerator there is no entropy production, so the entropy flow stays constant through the 
regenerator. The net enthalpy flow is zero (See also tigure 3.8). 

Figure 3.8. The entropy flow through the regenerator is constant and there is nonet enthalpy flow. 

3.4.2.5 The compressor and buffer volumes 

16 

The compressor keeps the 2 buffers at a constant pressure. Both volumes are altematingly connected to the 
pulse tube via the valve. We consider anideal compressor. This means that all the heat from the 
compressor is removed in the after cooler. The volumes are at constant pressure PL and PH and at constant 
temperature TH. The first law for the system with the compressor and its after cooler reads 

3.25 

So the heat removed at this after cooler is equal to the work done by the compressor. This is the case 
because the volumes are at the same temperature, so there is no enthalpy change. We also assume there are 
no irreversible processes in the compressor, and we assume the after cooler is integrated in the compressor, 
so the compressor works isothermally. In this case, there is no entropy generation in the compressor. 
Taking the second law, we only have an entropy change due to the heat removal in the after cooler. If we 
take formula 3.15 and take the temperature constant, we can write 

\V~ ;cTnM. ~ ~cTnRln( ~':} 3.26 

With nc , the average molar flow through the compressor. 
-- * . 

W--~-

Figure 3.9. The control volume containing the compressor and its aft er cooler. 
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3.4.2.6 The valve 

We now consider a control volume containing the valve and the hot end of the regenerator. 

--• 

S valve 

-• 

Figure 3.10. Control volume containing the valve and the hot end ofthe regenerator. 

If we look at the first Iaw, we see that in the i deal case there is no net enthalpy flow entering or leaving 
from the regenerator side (see previous sections) and there is nonet enthalpy flow from the pressure 
buffers, because they are isothermal. Now Iets look at the second law. There is entropy production in the 

17 

valve, S valve • There is also a net entropy flow from the regenerator and two net entropy flows coming from 

the low and high-pressure buffers. For the difference of the 2 flows from the pressure buffers we can use 
expression 3.26. Wethen get for the entropy produced in the valve (with equation 3.24 fortheregenerator 
entropy flow), 

- • (p J T -S - ncRin _]f_ _ _!!_f; 
valve - T orifice • 

PL L 

3.27 
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4 The heat exchanger 

If we want to do calculations on a heat exchanger we first have to know some basic principles. These 
principles will first be outlined. Then we will formulate some basic equations for pipe flows and for our 
heat exchanger. In this chapter we assume that the gas, flowing through the heat exchanger, is ideal. We 
also assume steady state in the heat exchanger. This is not the case in our set-up, because we have an 
oscillating flow, but we can calculate the values of the heat exchange and pressure drops in the heat 
exchangerat maximum gas velocity. 

4.1 Basic equaüons 

4.1.1 Conduction 

18 

In this section we assume no gravity effects and no change in kinetic energy. We can write for the heat flow 
per area in the x-direction Fourier's Jaw, as 

()T 
qx =-1( dx. 

.. 
Figure 4.1. Heat conduction through 2 different plates. 

If we now take 2 plates with a constant heat flow through them (figure 4.1 ), we can write 

4.1 

Q = A .!S_ (~ - T2 ) = A~ (T2 - T3 ) = d Ad (T1 - T3 ). 4.2 
d1 d 2 1 2 -+-

1(1 1(2 

Because we use pipes, it is also useful to write some equations in cylindrical coordinates. For the heat flow 
in radial direction (equation 4.1) we get 

()T 
q, = -1( dr · 4.3 
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Figure 4.2. Heat conduction through a cylinder. 

Analogous to formula 4.2, we can write a formula fora cylindrical wall with inner diameter D; , outer 
diameter Du and length L (See figure 4.2). We can write 4.3 as 

.!_ar=- 21r~K: ar 0 4.4 
r Q 

If we have an inner temperature T; and outer temperature ~, Integrating equation 4.4 gives 

. 2mcL ( ) 
Q ~In( DYv;) T, -T, . 4.5 

4.1.2 Conveelion 

Heat transport by forced convection between a flowing gas and a wall, can bedescribed with 

Q = hA(Tw- T
8 

). 4.6 
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In this formula Tw. is the wall temperature, Tg. the average gas temperature, A the heat transfer area and h, a 
heat transfer coeffincient determined by the flow of the gas. 

Figure 4.3. Heat conduction between a walland a gas flow. 
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4.2 !niet effects 

If we want to know if inlet effects are of influence in our system we have to calculate the inlet length, 
defined as [I] 

Linlet = 0.05ReDh. 4.7 

Inlet effects occur at the entrance of a tube, where the flow profile is not completely developed. Such 
profiles have different friction factors and also the heat exchange is different. If the inlet length is much 
smaller than the length of the tubes we can ignore inlet effects. 

4.3 Temperature equations 

If we want to know the temperature profiles of a heat exchanger there are two methods: 
I. Mean temperature difference method 
2. Effectivity method 
Only the average temperatures of the gas flows in each side of the heat exchanger will betaken into 
account. We will now discuss both methods. 

4.3.1 Mean temperafure difference method 

The heat exchanged in a portion of the heat exchanger with surface dA is 

dQ = h(Th - TJdA. 4.8 

In this equation we take the heat transfer coefficient, h constant. Th- Tc is the mean temperature difference 
between the two gas flows. We also assume 
• Material values are constant 
• Steady state 
• No heat flow to environment 

In figure 4.4 the process in part of the heatexchangeris shown schematically. Also the whole heat 
exchanger and all parameters are shown. 

me 
-+ 

Cold side 

Hot side 
I 

dQ 

I 
dA 

dL 

A 

I 
l+dTh 

B 

Figure 4.4. Model of the counter-flow heat exchange. A: Small part. B: Complete heat exchanger. 

If we look at such a part of the heat exchanger, the heat exchanged is than 

dQ = -mhcphdTh = mccpcdTc, 
with cp the specific heat at constant pressure. 

4.9 

20 
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Since we use i deal gas with equal mass flow through both parts of the heat exchanger, we get that dTc and 
dTh are equal. If this is true the temperature difference between the inner and outer tube of the heat 
exchangers is constant over the whole length ofthe heat exchanger. We can than write for the temperature 
differences between the two tubes, at both si des (figure 4.4 B) of the heat exchanger 

ThA -TeA =ThB -TcB =Th -Tc. 4.10 
From now on we will only use Th-Tc, for this temperature difference. Since the temperature difference 
between the two gas flows stays constant, we can than write the exchanged heat as 

Q = hA(Th -TJ. 4.11 

In chapter 4.4 we will calculate the heat transfer coefficient, h. When we know this coefficient we can 
calculate the exchanged heat from the temperature difference between the two tubes of the heat exchanger. 

4.3.2 Effectivity method 

In the second method we use the effectivity method. We used a description formulated by J.T.M. 
Laurentse et.al. [10]. The effectivity of a heatexchangeris defined as 

exchanged heat e=------..:::..-------
maximum exchangeable heat 

If we define the capacity flows in both tubes of the heat exchanger: 

C h = rh h c ph for the hot tube, 

4.12 

4.13 

cc =mee pc for the cold tube. 4.14 

In case of equal flow through inner and outer tube of the heat exchanger and i deal gas, these are the same 
and we take them equal to C. The exchanged heat is given by 

Q = rhhcph (ThA - ThB) = rhccpc (Tea -TeA). 4.15 

j ~ 

ThA TeA 

rTJ 
Ths Tcs ,, 

Figure 4.5. Model of the heat exchanger. 

The maximum exchangeable heat is 

Q = C(ThA - TcB ). 4.16 
We can write the effectivity, in this case, as 

(ThA - Ths ) (Tea -TeA ) e - - ~=----.....:::.:...:,. 

- (ThA -Tea)- (ThA -Tea)" 
4.17 

This means the effectivity of a heat exchanger can be obtained from three temperature measurements. 
If we know the effectivity, we can calculate the exchanged heat from 

Q=eC(ThA -Tc8 ) 4.18 
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Another way to get the effectivity is by knowing the "number of transfer units", NTU. We can get the 
effectivity, if we know the "number of transfer units", defined as 

NTU = hA = TA -TB 4.19 
C Th -Tc 

22 

If we multiply the numerator and the denominator of equation 4.20 with the temperature difference, Th- Tc, 
we can see why this expression is called "number of transfer units". It te lis how many times the minimal 
difference in heat flow at one side of the counterflow heat exchangeris exchanged in the whole heat 
exchanger. We have the samegas in the two parts of the heat exchanger. If the flows are equal, the capacity 
flows are also equal. In this case we can use equations 4.11, 4.16 and 4.18 to write the effectivity as 

e = hAk = NTU 
t+hA/c l+NTU 

Fora good heat exchanger (1-ê )<<1, thus NTU>>l. 

4.4 The pipe in pipe heat exchanger 

4.20 

Now we take a look at the tube-in-tube heat exchanger (Figure 4.6). This is the kind of heat exchanger we 
use in our set-up. 

D 

Figure 4.6. Model ofthe pipe in pipe heat exchanger. 

We assumed in figure 4.6, the innerpipeis in the center of the outer pipe. In the real setup this is not true, 
because the inner tube wil! rest against one side of the outer tube. But this fact has no effect on the 
hydraulic and effective diameters and these are the only parameters we use. So the fact that the inner tube is 
not in the center of the outer tube does not influence our theoretica! approximation. Now we use the 
formulas from the previous sections for this type of heat exchanger. 
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In the next part we mean the space between the inner si de of the outer tube (D3) and the outer si de of the 
inner tube (D2), if we write the outer tube (See figure 4.6). In the next chapter we neglect the influence of 
the outer tube wall. 

4.4.1 l>iat.neters 

23 

In the calculation we use two kinds of diameters. First, if we want to calculate pressure drops, we take the 
hydraulic diameter, defined as 

Db 
= 4 times area of flow 

wetted perimeter 
For the inner tube we get 

Db; =D •. 
For the outer tube we get 

Dho = D3 -D2· 
If we want to calculate heat transfer, we take the effective diameter, defined as 

D = 4 times area of flow 
e heat transfer perimeter 

For the inner tube we get 

De; =D •. 
For the outer tube we get 

2 2 
D = D3 -D2 

eo D 
2 

4.4.2 The heat transfer 

4.21 

4.22 

4.23 

4.24 

4.25 

4.26 

If we want to calculate the heat transfer we first need the average velocity of the gas, v. This velocity can be 
calculated from the mass flow via 

rh = vpAr, 4.27 
withAr the area of flow and p the density. From this velocity we can also calculate the Reynolds number, 
Re, using the hydraulic diameter. For the heat transfer we also need the Nusselt number, Nu. The Nusselt 
number fora turbulent flow (4000:sRe~ 10~ can, according to Kakaç et al. [18], be calculated from 

Nu= (!i)Pr(Re-!000) _ 

1+12.7~! j{ ( Pr%-1) 

4.28 

Withfrr the friction factor, which can be obtained from the Moody diagram (figure 4.7). This formula we 
use because, if we know the friction factor, the Nusselt number is linearly dependant on the Reynolds 
number, because we consider the Prandtl number, Pr, to be constant [18], at a value of 0.72±0.01. Fora 
laminar flow (Re<2300) we can use the equation of Sieder-Tate [10] to calculate the Nusselt number 

Nu = 1.86 De ~ Pr 
( )

1/3 

(Re<2300) 4.29 

For transitional flow the Nusselt number can be obtained from the linear interpolation of the Nusselt 
number at Re=2300 (4.29) and the Nusselt number at Re=4000 (4.28). 
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From the definition ofthe Nusselt number we can calculate the heat transfer coefficient for the gas flow 

NuKg 
h =-- 4.30 

g D 
e 

in which w~ used the heat conduction coefficient ofthe gas, K8. 

0.015 

0.010 
0.009 
0.008 

0.007 

.... 0.006 

~ 0.005 
{]!_ 
§ 0.004 

ü 
i.t 0.003 

1 Turbulent 

Transitional: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 4. 7. A Moody diagram {JO}. 

Now we can calculate the transferred heat with 

Q = hA( Th - TJ. 

Drawn Tubing 
Commercial Steel 
Asphalt Cast Iron 
Galvanized Iron 
Cast Iron 
Wood Stave 
Concrete 
Riveted Steel 

108 

e,cm 
0.00015 
0.0046 
0.012 
0.015 
0.026 
0.0185-0.090 
0.03-0.3 
0.090-0.90 O.Q1 

0.004 

efd; = 0.001 

0.0004 

0.0001 

0.00005 

4.31 
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In which A is the heat exchange area. The overall heat transfer coefficient fora tube in tube heat exchanger, 
as we use it, can be calculated from 

hA= 
1 1 

~ 4.32 

In(D(n) D2-DI 
1 1 1 D, 1 + I + + + h/rD1L 2trkwL h0trD2L h;trD1L 2trkwL h0trD2L 

In formula 4.32 we assumed the wall thickness, Dz-D1, much smaller than the diameters D 1 and D2• 

4.5 Oscillatingjlow 

The heat exchanger in our set-up contains an oscillating flow. This causes the temperatures to oscillate. To 
see ifthe temperature ofthe wallover the thickness ofthe wallis fluctuating fast enough, we use the 
thermal penetratien depth 

s: -j;!E.Kw UT - 4.33 
mpwcw 

With Kw, Pw and Cw the heat conduction coefficient, density and specific heat ofthe inner tube walt. Ifthis 
thermal penetratien depth is much bigger than the thickness ofthe wall, the wall temperature fluctuates 
along with the gas temperature, and the wall is not a limiting factor (See also tigure 4.8). 
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Tube 1 Tube 1 

A B 

Figure 4.8. A large (A) and a small(B) thermal penetration depth.lfthe penetration depth is smal!, the 
heat is not conducted through the wal! and the two flows are isolated from each other. In this situation 
there is no heat exchange. 

4.6 Pressure drops 

25 

An other important parameter for a heat exchanger is the pressure drop over it. In this section we use some 
adaptations from Kakaç et al. [17]. 

4.6.1 The pipe 

If gas flows through a pipe, there is a pressure drop due to friction with the wall. This pressure drop can be 
calculated from 

1 2 L 
~p=4~" -pv -, 

)fr 2 D 
h 

4.34 

The friction factorJen can be obtained from the Moody diagram (figure 4.7). Fora laminar flow in a 
circular tube (Re<2300) this factor is equal to 

16 frr = - . (Re<2300) 4.35 
Re 

For the outer tube (if D21D3>0.005) the friction factor can be calculated from [16], 

~ ffr = . (D2/D3<0.005) (Re<2300) 
Re 

4.36 

Fora very turbulent flow (Re>10000) this friction factor is approximately constant and depends on the 
roughness of the tube, e (which is for drawn tubing, like we use: 0.00015 cm) and inner diameter of the 
tube (See also figure 4.7). In the transitional case (2300<Re<10000) the friction factor can be approximated 
by 

F _ 0.0791 
Jfr-Ro25 e· 

(2300<Re< 1 0000) 

4.6.2 Bends and connections 

4.37 

If there are bends and connections in a tube, there is also a pressure drop caused by them. Th is pressure 
drop can be calculated from the pressure-loss coefficient, K. We assume that, if the components are not too 
far from each other, the pressure drop for a complete system is the sum of pressure drops of the 
components. The pressure drop can be calculated from 

1 
l1p = K- pv 2

• 4.38 
2 
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4.6.2.1 Bent in circular pipe 

In a bent, there is a pressure drop dependent on the angle of the bend. 
If the length L1 and L2 (See figure 4.1 0) are much bigger than the diameter of the tube, than we can get the 
pressure loss coefficient, K, from figure 4.9. If we have the pressure-loss coefficient, we can get the 
pressure drop from 4.38. 

Pressure loss coefficient in a bent 

1.6r-------------------~------------------------------~---------, 

1.4 

ë 1.2 .. ·;;; 
!:= 

l 
" 
(1.1 0.8 ] 

~ 0.6 

~ =- 0.4 

0.2 

'-

0 20 40 

Figure 4.9. Pressure-loss coefficient in a bend 

D 

Figure 4.10. A bend in a circular pipe. 

4.6.2.2 Abrupt contraction 

60 80 100 120 

Angle of bent (") 

If there is an abrupt contraction, with the areasof flow A1 and A2, of the same order, there is a pressure drop 
of [17] 

8p = ~[1- ~ )~ pv,' 439 

We need to take the velocity of the gas in the first (bigger diameter) part. 
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Figure 4.11. An abrupt contraction 

4.6.2.3 An abrupt expansion 

If there is an abrupt expansion, with the areasof flow A 1 and A2, of the same order, there is a pressure drop 
of [17] 

( ]

2 
A1 1 2 

1:::,.p = 1-- - pv1 • 
A2 2 

4.40 

Weneed to take the velocity of the gas in the first (smaller diameter) part. 

Figure 4.12. An abrupt expansion. 

4. 7 Thermodynamics 

Now we investigate the thermodynamica! aspects of the heat exchanger. Later on these will be compared 
with the thermodynamics of the pulse tube with regenerator. 

4.7.1 General thermodynamics of a heat exchanger. 

If there is heat transport from one side to another, this will be done via a wal!. This then causes an entropy 
production. We assume the wall to have a constant temperature in time. 
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Figure 4.1 3. Heat transfer from one material to another. 

The second law of thermodynamics for this system reacts 

. Q Q s =---. 4.41 
gen T T. 

c h 

So if we know the exchanged heat and the temperatures we also know the generated entropy. 

6.x 

Figure 4.14. Overview ofthe heat exchange through a tube. 

Now iets look at a situation with a gas flow in it. If we look at the system within the dashed lines, shown in 
figure 4.14, we see there is also a pressure drop. We now look at a steady state and assume the exchanged 
heat is constant over the length of the heat exchanger. Using the second law of thermodynamics for such a 
system (including the wal!), using the molar mass, M, we can write for the entropy production per unit of 
length, 

s - m asm 1 dQ 
gen - M ()x - Tw dx . 

With formula 3.18, we can write the change in enthalpy as 

M 
dHm =TgdSm +-dp 

p 
With formula 4.43 and the enthalpy flow 

izdHm =dQ, 
we can write equation 4.42 as 

S en = _!!!__(- ()p )+ dQ (Tw -Tg)::: mR (- ()p )+ dQ (Tw -Tg)~ O. 
g pTg ()x dx TwTg Mp ()x dx Tg 2 

4.42 

4.43 

4.44 

4.45 
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We assumed the temperature difference between the gas and the wall to be much smaller than the absolute 
temperature of the gas Tg and we used the ideal gas law (3.16) to substitute the density. In formula 4.45, the 
first term describes the entropy production due to friction, and the second term the entropy production due 
to heat exchange. We willlater on use this entropy generation to compare this with the entropy flow 
through an idealized pulse tube. 
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5 Pulse tube without regenerator 

In Chapter 3 we saw how a pulse tube with regenerator works. But the regenerator is a heavy and expensive 
device. This is why we have developed a pulse tube without regenerator. 

A regenerator in a pulse tube refrigerator is used to store heat and give it back again. In our concept we use 
two pulse tubes, working in counter phase. If one tube is connected to the high pressure, and there is gas 
flowing into the pulse tube, the other pulse tube is connected to the low pressure, and there is gas flowing 
out of this tube. Due to the fact, that we u se the two pulse tubes in counter phase, the gas flow going 
towards the pul se tube needs to give of heat while the gas flow corning out of the other pulse tube needs to 
piek up heat to get to room temperature. This can also be done by one counterflow heat exchanger. A 
schematic drawing of our experimentalset-up is shown below. 

c PB V HE ex PT HX 0 B 

Figure 5.1. Schematic ofthe pulse tube without regenerator. 
C: Compressor 
PB: Pressure buffers 
V: Valve 
HE: Counterflow heat exchanger 
CX: Cold heat exchangers 
PT: Pulse tubes 
HX: Hot heat exchangers 
0: Orifices 
B: Buffers 

The valve periodically connects one tube to the high-pressure side, PH and the other tube to the low
pressure side, PL· Half a period laterit changes the connection, so then the first tube is connected to PL and 
the other tube is connected to PH· When in one system hot gas is flowing from the compressor to the tube, 
cold gas is flowing from the tube to the compressor in the other system. This last flow cools the first one. 
So the counterflow heat exchanger has the same function as the two regenerators, except that it doesn 't 
store the heat, it transports the heat from the gas flow going towards one pulse tube to the gas flow leaving 
the other heat exchanger. This causes the gas reaching the compressor to have room temperature again. 
There is also a gas flow between the pulse tubes and their respective buffers. If there is gas flowing out of 
one bufferthereis also gas flowing into the other buffer. We can therefore omit both buffers and conneet 
the two pulse tubes to each other via an orifice. 

5.1 Thermodynamics. 

We now look at the thermodynamics of this system. We take all processes, except for the ones in the heat 
exchanger, to be ideal. We have seen that a heat exchanger causes a pressure drop, and due to imperfect 
heat exchange, there is a temperature difference between the incorning and the outgoing gas flow. We 
neg !eet the effect of the nonzero void volume of the heat exchanger. 
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The pressure drop causes a net entropy flow, but no net enthalpy flow, because we consider an ideal gas in 
which the enthalpy is independent of the pressure. The temperature difference causes an enthalpy as well as 
an entropy flow. We neglect axial heat conduction through the tube walls. The cooling power of the pulse 
tube is reduced by the enthalpy flow. This determines the minimum temperature. 

5.1.1 The heat exchange 

In chapter 4 we have developed somebasic equations for the heat exchanger. We wil! now use these 
equations to calculate the heat exchange in the system. First weneed the velocity of the gas through the 
coldendof the pulse tube. From de Waele et al. [4], we can rewrite formula 3.7. We get the maximum 
velocity in the pulse tube at the cold end 

Vu = cl PI ~1 + a2 , 5.1 
A, 

with At. the area of flow in the tube. The maximum volume flow at the cold end is then 

Vu = Cipi ~1 +a2. 
With C1 the conductance of the orifice, which is also given by [ 4] 

C 
_ CvV/.t> 

1-
aCpPo 

So we get 

_ Cvp,L,ro Jl+a' 
Vu- --2- · 

CpPo a 
The velocity amplitude in the cold end of the heat exchanger is then 

~ Cvp,L,ro Jl+a' _1_~ Cvp,V,ro Jl+a' _1_ 
vhxl 2 2 , 

CpPo a Ahe CpPo a Ahe 

with Ahe. the area of flow in the tube of the heat exchanger 

- A, 
Vu 

ft gure 5.2. Change in area of flow going from the heat exchanger to the pulse tube. 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

5.5 

We assume the void volume of the heat exchanger is much smaller than the volume of the gas flowing 
through the heat exchanger. If we also assume the pressure drop small compared to the average pressure, 
then the molar and mass flow of the gas are constant over the length of the heat exchanger. From this 
velocity we can calculate the Reynolds number. We can also calculate the Nusselt number (from equations 
4.28 and 4.29). From this Nusselt number we know the heat transfer coefficient (equation 4.30). From 
measurements we know the temperatures of the incoming and outgoing gas flow. These temperatures gi ve 
the exchanged heat. From this exchanged heat we can calculate the mean temperature difference, Th-Tc, 
between the inner and the outer tube. In later investigations these results will be used to develop a theory, in 
which a minimum temperature can be predicted. 
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5.1.2 Enthalpy flow 

In this section we neglect the effect of fini te flow resistance, because in a perfect gas the enthalpy is 
independent of the pressure. Due to the processes in the pul se tube, the temperature at the cold end of the 
pulse tube oscillates. This causes a difference between the maximum and minimum temperature of the gas 
at the cold si de of the pul se tube, !l.T1• Due to imperfect heat exchange in the counterflow heat exchanger 
there is also a temperature difference between the gas flow going into the pulse tube and the gas flow 
coming from the pulse tube half a cycle later. Because we assume equal capacity flows in the inner and 
outer tube of the counterflow heat exchanger, this temperature difference, !l.Thc· at the cold end of the 
counterflow heatexchangeris equal to the temperature difference Th-Tc. 

---· ... - 1 T +-l1The 
2 

A 

441---- r _ _!_ 11r. 
2 

he 

B 

Figure 5.3. The maximum difference in temperature, between the gasflow going towards the putse tube (A) 
and the gasflow coming out ofthe putse tube (B), in one part ofthe counterflow heat exchanger, at the cotd 
end of the counterflow heat exchanger. 

If we make a harmonie approximation, the gas temperature at the cold end of the pul se tube can be 
approximated by 

T = T + _!_ l1T
1 
cos(wt) 5.6 

2 
The molar flow can be approximated by 
• • 
n = n1 cos(rot) 5.7 
From the temperature and the mol ar flow we get the enthalpy flow in the pulse tube 

Ht =nCPT1 • 5.8 
With the harmonie approximation, we get for the average enthalpy flow 

• 1 • 
H 1 = -n1 CP!1T1 5.9 

4 

The maximum molar flow, n1 , is approximated by the ideal gaslawand formula's 5.4 and 6.1 

• mV .J1 +a 2 

n - 1 p 5 10 
I- }'RTL I a . 

The average enthalpy flow is then given by 

• mV1 .J1+a2 

H 1 = p0 p1 CPl1T1 • 5.11 
4yRTL a 

The cooling power in the situation shown in figure 5.4 is then given by 
---• • 

QL =Ht -Hhe, 
with the intrinsic cooling power also given by (See also section 3.4.2.2) 

• 1 2 
Ht =-C1p 1 • 

2 
In which we take p1 equal to the pressure oscillation amplitude in the pulse tube. 

5.12 

5.13 
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Heat 
exchanger 

Pulse tubes 

Figure 5.4. The enthalpyflows in the putse tube and one part ofthe heat exchanger. 
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If there is no external heat load on the cold end ( QL =0), then the enthalpy flow in the pulse tube (5.11) is 

equal to the enthalpy flow in the counterflow heat exchanger. So the minimum temperature is reached when 
- • 1. 
H 1 =Hhe =-n~ CP(Th -Tc) 5.14 

4 
This means the temperature difference in the pulse tube, !:!.Th is equal to the temperature difference in the 
counterflow heat exchanger, Th-Tc. 

5.1.3 Entropy generation 

Flow resistance and imperfect heat exchange cause entropy production. We neglect the temperature 
oscillations in the tube walls. From 4.45 we get a maximum entropy production per unit of length 

s = m~ (- l).p )+ Q I).T ~ o 5.15 
gen M p L L if2 

In this expression we approximate the temperature of the gas and the temperature of the wall with the 
average temperature, the pressure with the average pressure over the length of the heat exchanger. We a1so 

assume the pressure drop and exchanged heat, Q , linear over the length of the tube. L is the 1ength of the 

heat exchanger. We take half of the temperature difference between the incoming and outgoing gas flow, 
because we assume the wall to be at the average temperature between the two gas flows. 

5.1.4 Pressure drop 

From the pressure drops we can calculate the friction factors. From these friction factors we can tell what 
kind of flow there is in the tubes. The heat exchanger has a few bencts in it. These bencts are necessary to 
conneet the heat exchanges to the rest of the setup. The heat exchanger is also twisted into a spira1, to 
reduce its size. This also causes some bencts in the tubes ofthe heat exchanger. We neg1ect the bencts in the 
tubes, because these bencts are much larger than the diameters ofthe tubes. We also take the inner tube to 
be straight. For this tube we can then immediately use formula 4.34. For the outer tube we assume only two 
kinks, one at the beginning and one at the end. Thus for this tube we also need formula 4.38 with figure 4.9 
to calculate the pressure drop. These assumptions give the shape of the heat exchanger seen in figure 5.5. 
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Inner tube outer tube 

Figure 5.5. The schematic representation ofthe heat exchanger for the pressure drop calculations 
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6 The alpha parameter 

In the previous sections we have often used the alpha parameter, a. But what is this alpha parameter and 
how do we measure it? The alpha parameter is defined as [15] 

mV1 a=--. 6.1 
WoCI 
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This equation tells us that this parameter is a measure for the conductance in the orifice, C1• But now we 
have alpha in quantities we can't all measure. To get alpha in measurable quantities we consicter the molar
flow rate through the orifice into the buffer. If the frequency is high enough, we can view the processes in 
the buffer as adiabatic. The molar change in the buffer is then 

1 vb 
dn = ---dpb. 6.2 r RTb 

So then we can write for the mol ar flow through the orifice, 

• dn 1 vb . 
n=-=---p. 

dt y RTb b 
6.3 

If the amplitude of the pressure oscillations is much smaller than in the pulse tube, we can write the molar 
flow through the orifice as 

• Cl::. 
n = ~ p = ;; C1p1 cosmt, 6.4 

m b 

in which we neglect variation in molar volume, Vm, because this would contribute asecondorder term. 
From 6.3 and 6.4 follows 

CP Clpl . 
Pb= Po+ Po ---smmt. 6.5 

Cv mVb 
So the amplitude of the pressure oscillations in the buffer is 

CP Clpl 
Pb1 = Po -c -V. · 

V (J) b 

Eliminating C 1 from formulas 6.1 and 6.6 gives 

P1V1 a=--. 
Pblvb 

This equation gives the alpha parameter in termsof measurable quantities. 

6.6 

6.7 
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7 Heat leak 

An important factor of a system is the heat leak to the cold side of the pulse tube. This is a limiting factor 
for the minimum temperature. Heat can flow to the cold side of the pulse tube due to two important effects: 
1. Radiation 
2. Conduction 

7.1 Radiation 

The first factor, radiation, can play an important role at low temperatures. This heat radiation, from a part 
with surface A par~> can be described with formula 7.1, if we assume this part to be a black body [ 11]. This 
heat radiation is than 

. 4 
Q = aA partT part , 7.1 

with a, the Stefan-Bolzman constant. For the cryostat and the cold part of the pulse tube we can write down 
a similar formula. From this we can then conclude the warm up, due to radiation is equal to the difference 
of the fourth powers of the temperatures of the cold part and the cryostat. For real materials we also need to 
consider the reflection coefficients of both materials. From Vermeuten [11], we can conclude, this effect is 
largely reduced, by placing reflective sheets between the pulse tube and the wallof the cryostat, the 
superinsulation. 

7.2 Conduction 

Now we only have the second type of heat flow, conduction. This effect is not easy to reduce even more, 
since we already use stainless steel, which is a poor conductor. Because this is the major effect of heat loss 
in our system, we can easily do some measurements to evaluate this effect. If we have a temperature 
difference between the room and the cold part (See figure 7.1), wegetaheat flow according to Fouriers 
law 

Q = -TG4 iJT. 
dX 

Q 

L Cold part 

Figure 7. 1. Heat conduction from exterior to cold part of heat exchanger. 

7.2 

If we assume constant material values, there is a linear temperature profile. So we can then write formula 
7.2 as 

Q = TG4 Troom - T 
L 

Due to this heat flow the cold part heats up. This heat up can be described with 

· dT 
Q=mcp-· 

dt 
Combining equations 7.3 and 7.4 we can write 

dT 
Troom -T = r--, 

dt 
with 

mcPL 
r=--

TG4 

7.3 

7.4 

7.5 

7.6 
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The salution for this equation is 

-x T = Troom -l:l.Toe -r ' 7.7 

with Troom, the temperature of the environment, and l:l.T0 the temperature difference at beginning of the 

process. We can now write equation 7.4 as 

Q
. dT Troom - T 

=me -=me 
r dt r r 

7.8 

We can get r from a fit of the heat up curve following equation 7.7. 

37 
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8 Experimental set-up 

We have seen in the previous sections, what weneed in our experimental set-up. Weneed 2 pulse tubes, a 
counterflow heat exchanger, 2 buffers, a rotating valve and a compressor. Our setup is schematically shown 
in figure 8.1. One can see the 6 pressure meters (Pl.. .P6) and the 8 thermometers (Tl... T8). For cooling
power measurements T2 and T7 are removed and replaced by two heaters at the two cold ends of the pulse 
tubes. 

compressor 

valve7 

valve valve8 

valve6 ,~alve I 

valvelO 

Vacuum chamber 

Counterflow 
heat exchanger 

T6 

T2 

:::: T7 Tl TS 

Figure 8.1. The experimental setup. The compressor and the rotaring valve supply an oscillating pressure. 
The counterflow heatexchangerand both putse tubes are in the vacuum chamber. The heat exchangers 
depicted as squares are water cooled heat exchangers used to reduce heat generared at the entrance of the 
heat exchanger. 
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Valves 1 and 2 are used to decrease the pressure asciilation amplitude befare the counterflow heat 
exchanger. Valves 3, 4 and 5 are the orifices. lf valve 6 is opened gas in the system can be pumped out, and 
via valves 7 and 8 helium can be put into the system. Valve 9 is a shunt used to let gas flow from the high
pressure side to the low-pressure si de of the compressor. This can be useful if the compressor has a too 
large capacity for the system. We will now discuss all parts ofthe set-up. 

8.1 The compressor 

To generate a pressure asciilation we use a rotating valve. The valve has to be connected to a high and a 
low pressure to generate this pressure oscillation. We use an APD cryogenics inc. HD-8C compressor, 
which supplies the high and the low pressure helium. The power of this compressor is 4.5 kW. 

8.2 The vacuum pump 

To pump most of the air out of the system, befare we fill it with helium we use a vacuum pump. We also 
use this pump to create a very low pressure in the cryostat. The vacuum pump we use is an oil diffusion 
pump, assembied at the TUle. The pressure at the low-pressure si de of the pump is measured with a Pirani 
M6A pressure meter for high-pressure measurements (0.01-1 Torr) and a Penning model6 pressure meter 
for low-pressure measurements (0.01-10.7 Torr). With this setup we can get a vacuum of up to 10-6 Torr. 

8.3 The rotating valve 

The rotating valve is used for generating a pressure oscillation. We want the pressure in both pulse tubes to 
fluctuate between the low pressure of the compressor, PL• and the high pressure of the compressor, PH· But 
the pressure oscillations for bath pulse tubes should be half a cycle out of phase. For this we use the 
rotating valve. A Delta Elektronies Power supply is used to supply a voltage for the electrical motor of the 
rotating valve. The frequency of the pressure oscillations corresponding with this voltage can be obtained 
from 

F[ Hz] =0.1453V -0.0211. 
In the first measurements we used another gear box in the rotating valve, which causes another 
characteristic 

F [Hz]= 0.9619V -0.1981. 

8.4 The water cooling 

8.1 

8.2 

After the rotating valve the gas flows through a water cooling. This cooler is used to remave heat due to the 
shuttle-effect, when the gas is compressed at the entrance of the heat exchanger, due to the decrease in flow 
diameter. A schematic drawing is shown in figure 8.2. The tube in which the gas flows in twisted into a 
spiraL This tube is made out of capper has an inner diameter of 2 mm and a outer diameter of 3 mm and a 
lengthof about 0.7 m inside the water. 
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Figure 8.2. The water cooler. 

8.5 The counterflow heat exchanger 

We have used 3 different heat exchangers. All had an inner tube inside an outer tube, the so-called tube in 
tube heat exchanger. To conneet the inner tube to one pulse tube and the outer tube to the other pulse tube 
weneed a conneetion part. This part is seen in figure 8.3. (See also appendix A, figure A2) 

Figure 8.3. The conneetion part ofthe counterflow heat exchanger. This part has the tube in tube heat 
exchanger on the lower side and the incoming jlows from the rotaring valve at the upper side. The second 
conneetion part has the tube in tube heat exchanger on the lower side and the two pulse tubes at the upper 
side. 

The first heat exchanger we used was made out of tubes we had in stock, just totest the idea. Next we used 
tubes, so that there was the same area of flow in the inner and outer space of the counterflow heat 
exchanger. We made one of the same length as the first one (heat exchanger 3), and one which was much 
shorter (heat exchanger 2). The short heat exchanger has less heat exchange surface, but also less pressure 
drop. This means the cooling power in the pulse tubes is larger. So due to this larger cooling power, the 
temperature difference between the inner and outer flow is increased, so also the heat exchange is 
increased. We wanted to see the influence of these two effects. 
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The heat exchangers had the following sizes 

Table B.l. The sizes ofthe heat exchangers. 
Heat exchanger Length Inner diameter Outer diameter Inner diameter Outer diameter 
number of inner tube of inner tube of outer tube of outer tube 
1 1.50 m 0.8mm 1.2mm 1.6mm 2.0mm 
2 O.lOm 0.9mm 1.0mm 1.4mm 1.8mm 
3 1.49 m 0.9mm l.Omm 1.4mm 1.8mm 

The long heat exchangers, numbers 1 and 3, are twisted into a spiral to reduce its size. Heat exchanger 
number 2 only has a few bends, which are needed to make the connections with the pulse tubes at one side 
and the exterior at the other si de. These bends and twists cause the inner tube to move out of the center of 
the outer tube. We ignore this fact in our calculations, because the diameters of the bends are much larger 
than the diameters of the tubes and it has no influence on the hydraulic and effective diameters, nor does it 
have influence on the area of flow (See figure 8.4). 

Figure 8.4. The inner tube out of the center of the outer tube. 

8.6 The pulse tubes 

Next in our setup are the actual pulse tubes. A schematic drawing of one of the pulse tubes is shown in 
figure 8.5. The other pulse tube is identical to this one. The heatexchangeris connected to the lower side of 
the pulse tube shown in figure 8.5. 

120mm 

Figure 8.5. The pulse tube. On the upper side is the warm end, on the lower side is the cold end. 
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The length of the pulse tube is about 120 millimeter, and the diameter is 11 millimeter. This gives a pulse
tube volume of 11.4 cm3

. The tube is made out of stainless steel, except for the cold side, which is made out 
of copper. The mass of the cold part is 22.4 g. There are some sereens put in the pulse tube at the beginning 
and the end to straighten the flow (Cause the flow to spread over the whole area of flow of the pulse tube) 
(See also appendix A, figure Al). 

8.7 Buffers and orifices 

Each pul se tube can be connected to its own buffer. Both buffers have a volume of 0.4 I. The buffers are 
connected to the pulse tubes via an orifice (valves 3 and 4). If the pulse tubes are not connected toa buffer, 
they are connected toeach other via a similar orifice (valve 5) (See figure 8.1). Orifices 3 and 4 are then 
disconnected, to reduce the shuttle effect. It is important to know the flow conductivity of the orifice at a 
certain setting. The pressure drop over the orifice also plays a small part in the conductivity. From figure 
8.6 we can see the maximum flow if there is a pressure drop of 2 bar and a pressure drop of 6 bar over the 
orifice. 

flow relerenee 1,/min alr 
I"Jmin gas at STP at STP 
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Figure 8.6. Determination ofthe maximumflow with a type 2 valve ( needie 2). Ifthe pressure drop over the 
orifice is known, one knows the maximum (orifice open) air flow from the line ( needie 2) in the graph. Ifwe 
draw a line from the maximum air flow axis at this maximum flow, to the density of the helium we use, we 
get the maximum heliumflow,Jrom the intersection with theflow reference axis. 

From this maximum flow we can get the conductivity from the specifications of our type 2 valve. Figure 
8.7 shows the conductivity for an orifice, when there is a pressure drop of 2 bar, and a pressure drop of 6 
bar over it. Figure 8.7 also shows some experimental data calculated with formulas 6.1 and 6.7. The 
experimental data has a large spread, due to the preliminary way pressures in the buffers are measured. This 
causes the pressure measurements have a large error. This is why, in our experiments, we use the values 
from the solid lines shown in figure 8.7 and not the conductivity that can be obtained from the pressure 
amplitude in the buffer. 
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The orifice 
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Figure 8. 7. The conductivity ofthe orifice as aJunetion ofthe setting. Experimental data is also shown. 
Because ofthe large spread in the experimental data, the solid lines,from the literature, are used in the 
experiments. 

8.8 Measuring set-up 

43 

We have already discussed the setup weneed to cool. This section discusses the setup needed to measure 
temperatures and pressures of the system. The places where we measure these temperatures (T 1 ... T8) and 
pressures (Pl ... P6) are shown in figure 8.1. All measuring signals go through the conneetion block (see 
figure 8.8). The signals then go toa computer via a multimeter, or directly to an x-t writer. 
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x-t writer 
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Figure 8.8. Overview of the electrical setup. The thermometers and pressure meters are conneered via a 
conneetion block to the multimeters and an x-t writer. The multimeters are conneered to a computer to 
automate the measurements. 

8.8.1 The pressure measurements 
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We measure pressures with a temporary setup. The setup is already being changed. The pressure meters in 
the current setup are Druck-limited Pressure meters. The meters have the following calibration. 

P[bar] = (0.200 *V[mV] + 1.0) ± 0.1 8.3 

All pressure meters are individually connected to the conneetion block. From this conneetion block all 
meters have their own output connection. There is also one output conneetion for all pressure meters 
together. This joined output goes to a Keithley multimeter, which measures the output voltages. The 
voltages are then put into a computer. On this computer a measuring program is installed [8], which 
displays the corresponding pressures. There is one problem with this method. The pressure asciilation 
frequency is too high for the multimeter to measure. So in practice this approach, with the computer, is only 
used to measure non-oscillating pressures over a Jonger time, for instanee when we want to see if there is a 
gas leak in the systém. If we want to measure pressure oscillations, we use an x-t-writer. This writer can 
display 2 pressure oscillations simultaneously. A typical pressure measurement is shown in figure 8.9. 
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! 4 bar 
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Figure 8.9. A pre ss ure measurement. Only one pressure is shown simultaneously. The ft gure shows from 
left to right: The pressure befare the heat exchanger, the pressure in the pulse tube and the pressure in the 
buffer. There arealso percentages ofthefull scale (200 mV) shown. 

There is one disadvantage to this temporary approach. The pressure in the buffers, and especially the 
pressure amplitude can't be measured with enough accuracy. 

8.8.2 Temperature measurement 

We want to know the average temperature of various elements ofthe experimental set-up. Figure 8.1 shows 
the places where we measure temperatures. We measure the temperature with Platinum (Pt-100) 
resistances. This can be done with a constant current through the resistance and measuring the voltage over 
the resistance. This 4-point measurement is necessary to eliminate the effect of conneetion wires, because 
now there is no current going through the voltage-measuring wires. This means we have 4 wires for each 
thermometer (See figure 8.10). 

Pt-resistance 

Figure 8.1 0. Schematic of the Ft-thermometer. 

There is another effect we need to consider. Because all measurements are done in the cryostat, the 
connecting wires heat up. This because heat produced due to the current can 't be conducted to the 
environment. There is also a heat flow from the environment to the measuring spot. If we now conneet the 
resistance directly to the measuring spot, it will heat up the Pt-resistance and measuring spot. 
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Figure 8.11. Direct measurement, which heats up Pt-resistance and the measuring spot. 
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In figure 8.11 this situation is given. There is also a thermal resistance between the Pt-resistance and the 
measuring spot. This causes the measured temperature to be higher than the real temperature. To solve the 
problem of the heating of the measuring spot, we first make thermal contact between a spot just beside the 
measuring spotand the connecting wires. So the heat is given of here, and the measuring spot is heated 
less. This way the temperature measured is much less influenced by the measurement (See also figure 
8.12). 

Pt -resistance 
..J)~~~~~~~~~~~;;;:;;;;:;;:;;;------- Thermal resistance 

Measuring spot 

Thermal contact 

Figure 8.12. Temperafure measurement with thermal grounding. 

All the wires from the Platinum resistance's are connected to the exterior of the cryostat viaafeet through. 
The measuring signals than go via 2 conneetion cables to the conneetion block. From here the signals go to 
the Keithley multimeters, which supply a current and measure the voltage over each Pt-resistance. One 
multimeter measures the signals from 4 Pt-resistances. These resistances are given toa computer, which 
calculates a temperature from these resistances [8]. The calibration of these resistances is. 

t[°C] = 2.5547 R[Q]- 254.84 (-100°C<t<l00°C) 8.4 
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9 Results 

This chapter shows the results we have obtained with our set-up. First some general aspects are discussed. 
After that we see the optimizations we used. With this we give some important parameters, such as alpha 
parameters, pressure drops and minimum temperatures. The next section we discuss the influence of the 
pressure osciilation amplitude, the cooling power, and the heat leak of the system. In this chapter we leave 
valves 1 and 2 (see figure 8.1) open except for section 9.3. 

9.1 General aspects 

9.1.1 Cool down 

lf the system is started, it takes about one and a half hour to get in equilibrium (Figure 9.1 ). 

A Typical cool down 
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Figure 9.1. A typical cool down curve. lt takes one and a half hour for the system to reach equilibrium. 

From figure 9.1, the temperature profile over the heat exchanger can be seen. 
The temperatures are: 
Hot end of the heat exchanger: + 13.7 oe 
Middle of the heat exchanger: -12.0 oe 
eold end of the heat exchanger: -39.4 oe 
This means that the temperature profile over the heatexchangeris approximately Iinear. 

9.1.2 Water Cooling 

In the ex perimental setup we saw a water cooler before the counterflow heat exchanger. This cooling was 
necessary to reduce the heat shuttle effect. The effect of this cooling can beseen in figure 9.2. We first 
started the system with water cooling. After 85 minutes the water cooling is tumed off. First the 
temperature of the entrance of the counterflow heat exchanger rises, then the other temperatures rise as 
wel i. The temperature at the cold end had risen with 10 K. A temperature measurement just outs i de the 
cryostat revealed that also here the temperature increased. A temperature of 88 oe was measured here. 
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Influence of water cooling 
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Figure 9.2. The effect of the water coating. Aft er 85 min ut es the water coating is tumed off. 

9.1.3 Phase differences 

Another aspect was the phase difference between the pressure oscillations in the two tubes. We measured 
these phase differences with the first heat exchanger. We did this by plotting the two pressure oscillations 
simultaneously. The phase difference between the pressure oscillations in the two pulse tubes is 
D.(/1=3.3±0.3 rad. The phase difference before the heatexchangeris D.(/1=3.3±0.3 rad. So the phase 
difference between the two pressure oscillations stays the same. This is exactly the phase difference needed 
for the system to work according to the theory. The phase difference before and after the heat exchangeris 
also important. If this difference is approximately zero, the void volume of the heat exchanger is negligible. 
This because then the time needed for the gas to go through the heat exchanger is negligible. The phase 
difference over the inner tube of the heatexchangeris D.(/1=0.1±0.3 rad, for the outer tube this phase 
difference is D.(/1=0.3±0.3 rad. This means we can neglect the void volume of the heat exchanger. 

9.2 Optimizations 

If we want to optimize the system there are two aspects, we used, to intlucnee the system: 
o The orifice setting 
o The frequency 
First, Jets look at the influence of the orifice setting. We did these measurements with the first heat 
exchanger, at a frequency of 1.7 Hz. The orifice influences the amount of gas flowing towards the buffer. 
This influences the alpha parameter, and thus the system. 

0 
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Orifice optimization 
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Figure 9-3- The optimization ofthe orifice. 
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Figure 9.3 clearly shows there is a wide minimum in the orifice optimization. One can also see the position 
of the minima for the two pulse tubes are not exactly the same. 

Now Iets look at the influence of the frequency. If we increase the frequency, the pressure drop over the 
tubes is increased. This can beseen in figure 9.4. This measurement is done with an orifice setting of C1= 
13.3 10-9 m3/Pas (See also figure 9.8). 
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Figure 9.4. Influence of the frequency on the maximum and minimum pressure. 

We also want to know the influence of the frequency on the minimum temperatures. This measurement is 
seen in figure 9.5. This measurement is just like the previous one done at on orifice setting of C1=1.33 w-to 
m3/Pa s. Figure 9.5 shows the minimum is wide with respect to the frequency. 
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In the previous measurements the orifice settings of the two pulse tubes were equal. Now we look what 
happens if we differ the settings. We did this measurement with the third heat exchanger, because with this 
heat exchanger, the effect is seen best. With this heat exchanger the pressure drop in the outer tube is much 
larger then in the inner tube. This causes the need for different orifice settings, because the pressure 
amplitudes in the pulse tubes differ a lot, so also the amounts of gas flowing through the pulse tubes differ a 
lot. This measurement is done at a frequency of 1.72 Hz. The results are shown in figure 9.6. 

Optimization orifices 
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Figure 9.6. Different setting ofthe orifices. The orifice ofpulse tube 2 (valve 4) is changed and the 
temperafure of the cold part of both pulse tubes is plotted, with two different settings of the orifice of pulse 
tube 1 ( valve 3 ). 

Now we optimize the system in 6 different situations (3 different heat exchangers with and without 
buffers). We show the temperature of the 2 pulse tubes as a function of orifice setting and pressure 
oscillation frequency. Only the optimization of the setup with heat exchanger l(with buffers) is shown in 
figure 9.7. For the other optimizations see appendix B, figures Bl to Bl2. Figure 9.7 clearly shows there is 
only one minimum setting for this setup. For the other 5 set-ups this is also true. 
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Figure 9.7. Optimization of the putse tubes. The minimum temperafure for both putse tubes is plottedas a 
function of the pre ss ure asciilation frequency and the conductivity of their respective orifices. Heat 
exchanger 1 is used with buffers. 

Table 9.1 gives the optima! settings for the 6 different situations. 

Table 9.1. Optima! settinf?for the different settin s. 
Heat Buffer Frequency Valve 3 Valve 4 Valve 5 Minimum Minimum 
exchanger (Hz) setting setting setting temperature temperature 

oo·•o oo·•o oo·•o tube 1 (0 C) tube 2 (0 C) 
m3/Pas) m3/Pa s) m3/Pa s) 

1 Yes 1.7 3.2 3.2 - -69.5 -70.9 
1 No 1.7 - - 1.3 -60.6 -68.0 
2 Yes 1.7 6.5 6.5 - -24.3 -32.4 
2 No 1.7 - - 4.6 -20.5 -30.0 
3 Yes 1.7 6.5 2.1 - -49.5 -51.4 
3 No 1.4 - - 0.78 -43.1 -52.3 

Table 9.1 shows that the first heat exchanger reaches the lowest temperature. It can also beseen that the 
pulse tube, connected to the outer tube of the heat exchanger, reaches a lower temperature than the pulse 
tube connected to the inner tube of the heat exchanger. The optimum frequency is, except for the third heat 
exchanger, the same. De optima! conductivity of the orifice is without buffers always less than with buffers. 
This is due to the fact that the pressure difference over the orifice without the buffers is about twice as large 
as with buffers. Now iets look at the pressures in the optima! settings. 

heat exchanger 

buffers 

pulse tube 2 

Figure 9.8. The positions ofthe pressure meters and the two orifices. 

5.85E-12 

orifice 

conducüvity 
(m'/Pa'S) 
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In figure 9.8 the positions of the pressure meters are given. Table 9.2 gives the average pressures and the 
pressure amplitudes measured with these pressure meters in the optimum settings. It can also be seen that 
the pressure oscillations, supplied to the system (pressure 5 and 6), are nat very different. 

Table 9.2. Pressures in the optimum setting. Po is the average pressure and PI is the pressure amplitude. 
Th d. b ef!!essures are ex presse m ars. 
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Heat Buffer Pressure 1 Pressure 2 Pressure 3 Pressure 4 Pressure 5 Pressure 6 
exchanger Po PI Po PI Po PI Po PI Po PI Po 
1 Yes 17.4 3.1 15.6 3.0 17.3 0.10 16.0 0.10 15.1 7.5 15.0 
1 No 16.4 2.5 15.3 2.9 - - - - 14.6 7.2 14.3 
2 Yes 16.2 6.5 16.3 5.5 17.1 0.11 17.3 0.13 16.3 7.0 15.6 
2 No 15.9 6.3 15.5 5.4 - - - - 15.9 6.9 14.7 
3 Yes 17.6 3.9 18.1 1.9 17.9 0.10 18.1 0.05 16.5 7.7 16.0 
3 No 16.9 4.9 17.3 2.1 - - - - 15.8 7.8 15.5 

From the pressures in table 9.2, the alpha parameters and the pressure drops in the heat exchangers can be 
calculated. These are shown in table 9.3. 

Table 9.3. The alpha parameters and the pressure drops in the heat exchangers in case ofthe optima/ 
settzngs. 
Heat Buffer a 1 (first pulse a 2 (second Pressure drop in inner Pressure drop in outer 
exchanger tube) pulse tube) tube of heat exchanger tube of heat exchanger 

(bar) (bar) 
1 Yes 0.81 0.89 4.3 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.1 
1 No - - 4.4 4.3 
2 Yes 1.71 1.22 0.2 1.5 
2 No - - 0.0 1.5 
3 Yes 1.18 1.10 3.1 5.8 
3 No - - 2.4 5.7 

In table 9.3 one can see the optimum alp ha parameter is of the order of one. The pressure drops in the first 
and second heatexchangerare equal, for the situations with and without the use of buffers. 

9.3 Decreasing pressure amplitudes 

With valves 1 and 2 we can decrease the pressure amplitudes befare the heat exchanger. If we close one of 
these valves, the pressure amplitudes in the pulse tube following this valve, also decreases. This causes the 
amount of gas flowing through the two parts of the heat exchanger to differ. This has an influence on the 
minimum temperatures, because the heat exchanger has different capacity flows in the two parts. The 
influence ofthe valve settings on the pressure amplitudescan beseen in figures 9.9 and 9.10. The other 
settings are kept at the optimized settings (Table 9.1). The valves are of type 5 size (See also figure 9.8). 

PI 
7.3 
6.9 
6.7 
6.3 
7.0 
7.3 
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Figure 9.9. The increase in pressure amplitude when opening valve 1. 
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Figure 9.10. The increase in pressure amplitude when opening valve 2. 
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If we vary val ves 1 and 2 we get minimum temperature profiles as shown in figure 9 .11. 
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Figure 9.11. Variation ofthe input pressure. The minimum temperafure is shownfor both putse tubes. Heat 
exchanger 1 with buffers is used. 

In figures 9.9, 9.10 and 9.11 the other settings are equal to the settings in the optimum. These 
measurements are done with heat exchanger 1 without buffers. Figure 9.11 shows, that the minimum 
temperature goes up when the pressure amplitude befare the heat exchanger, and thus the pressure 
amplitude in the pulse tubes decreases.If we close valve 3 or valve 4 even more, there is an effect when a 
valve is completely closed. When one valve is closed, and the other one is open, we have only one pulse 
tube left working. If we close the valve completely the minimum temperature stays the same and in some 
cases even decreases a bit. This effect happened in all 3 heat exchangers. This effect on heat exchanger 3 
with buffers is shown in figure 9.12 and 9.13. For this effect on the other heat exchangers see Appendix B, 
figures B13 to B16 (See also figure 9.8). 
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Figure 9.1 2. Variation of the pre ss ure amplitude befare the outer tube of the heat exchanger ( connected to 
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9.4 Cooling power 

Another aspect we measured, is the cooling power of the system with the first heat exchanger. We applied 
an identical heat load on both the cold ends of the heat exchangers. We did this by connecting a 25.0 ohm 
resistance to each of the cold si des of the pul se tubes, and running an equal current through both 
resistances. Figure 9.14 shows the temperatures as functions of time when we increase the heat load on the 
system in steps. The voltage over the resistances is also shown. All other settings are equal to the optimized 
settings. 

Time (min) 

Figure 9.14. Jncreasing the heat load (heater voltage) as ajunetion of time. These measurements are done 
with heat exchanger 1 with buffers. 

If we plot the temperature as a function of the heat load we get figure 9.15 if we u se buffers and figure 9.16 
if we don't use buffers. 
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Figure 9.15. Cooling power. Heat exchanger 1 is used with buffers. 
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Figure 9.16. Cooling power. Heat exchanger 1 is used without buffers. 

In figures 9.15 and 9.16 it is seen, there is no great difference in cooling power between the set -up with and 
the set-up without buffers. 
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9.5 Heat leak 

An important parameter of cooling system is the heat leak. This is the amount of heat flowing from the 
exterior to the coldendof the pulse tube. We measure this heat leak by tuming off the system and lettingit 
warm up. From the temperature as a function of time we get the heat leak with formula 7.7. A typical heat 
up curve is shown in figure 9.17. This measurement is done with the first heat exchanger. For other heat up 
curves with the other heat exchangers see appendix B, figures B 17 and B 18. 
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Figure 9.17. A typical heat up curve. A fit according to formula 7. 7 is also shown. 

From all heat up curves (figures 9.17, Bl7 and B18) we calculated the heat leak withall heat exchangers. 
Heat exchanger 1 pulse tube 1: 1.1 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 1 pulse tube 2: 1.1 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 2 pulse tube 1: 2.4 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 2 pulse tube 2: 2.5 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 3 pulse tube 1: 1.6 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 3 pulse tube 2: 1.3 mW/K 
From these numbers we see the heat leak with the shorter heatexchangeris larger than with the Jonger heat 
exchangers. This is due tothefact that the heat has to travel a Jonger distance. We can compare the heat 
leak to the heat flow according to Fourier' s Iaw (Formula 4.1 ). The heat flows through the inner and outer 
tube walls together are 
Heat exchanger 1: 0.06 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 2: 0.6 mW/K 
Heat exchanger 3: 0.04 mW/K 
From these heat flows we can conclude the heat flows through the heat exchanges contribute only a small 
part in the heat leak. It can also be seen that the heat flow through the second heat exchanger is much larger 
than through the other heat exchangers, as can be expected from the calculated heat Ieaks. 
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10 Calculations and results 

In this chapter we do some calculations on our system and compare the results to the experimental results. 
We only use the results we got, when the buffers were connected, because in this case also an alpha 
parameter can be obtained. 

10.1 Pressure drop 

First we take the pressure data from table 9.2 obtained from the experiments. If these pressures are 
substituted in formula 5.5 the following maximum veloeities and corresponding Reynolds numbers are 
obtained for the flows in the tubes of the heat exchangers. 

Table 10.1. The veloeities and Reynolds numbers in the different heat exchanf!ers. 
Heat Inner tube Outer tube 
exchanger v (mis) Re v (mis) Re 
I 41.1 55I6 24.0 I449 
2 53.3 6868 42.3 2470 
3 33.3 4896 13.7 925 

From formula 4.38 we can calculate the pressure drop due to the kink in the outer tube in the conneetion 
part. We take the pressure loss coefficient to be 0.30 (fora 45° bend). 
Pulse tube I 2.6 mbar 
Pulse tube 2 7.8 mbar 
Pulse tube 3 I.O mbar 
From table 9.3 we know the pressure drops in the heat exchangers. We see the pressure drop in the kinksis 
negligible. From the pressure drops in the tubes we calculate the friction factor. From the Reynolds 
numbers we can conclude, whether the flows are laminar, turbulent, or transitional between laminar and 
turbulent. In the laminar case we can calculate the friction factor from 4.35 for the inner tube and 4.36 for 
the outer tube. In the turbulent case the friction factor is constant and in the transitional case we get the 
friction factor from 4.37. In figure I 0.1 the friction factors from the pressure drops are plotted in a Moody 
diagram. Table I0.2 gives the calculated friction factors from the pressure drops and the friction factors 
from the Reynolds numbers in the laminar and transitional case. 
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Figure JO. 1. A Moody diagram [ 1 8]. The results from the Reynolds numbers and the calculated friction 
factors for the inner tube for heat exchanger 1 ( 1 ), heat exchanger 2 (2) and heat exchanger 3 ( 3) are 
shown. 

Table 10.2 Comparison of friction factors. 
Heat fr,(from fr,(from frr (laminar) frr frr (laminar) frr 
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exchanger pressure pressure (inner tube) (transitional) (outer tube) (transitional) 
drop )(inner drop)(outer (inner tube) (outer tube) 
tube) tube) 

1 0.020 0.034 0.003 0.009 0.016 0.013 
2 0.011 0.055 0.002 0.009 O.ülO 0.011 
3 0.026 0.122 0.003 0.009 0.026 0.014 

We see the friction factors calculated from the pressure drops are always larger than the calculated friction 
factors from the Reynolds numbers. We can see the best approximation of the friction factors are the 
approximations we expect from the Reynolds numbers. But still there is a difference between the friction 
factors calculated from the pressure drop and the theoretica! approximation. This difference may imply that 
inlet effects play a role (See also section 10.3), or there could be small kinks in the tubes due to the bends 
in the heat exchanger. 

I 0.2 Temperatures 

From the Reynolds numbers we can calculate the Nusselt numbers (formula's 4.30 and 4.31). These 
Nusselt numbers are given in table 10.3. 
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Table 10.3 the Nusselt numbersfor different types of flow 
Heat exchanger Tube Nu Approximation Re 

method 
1 Inner 43.8 Turbulent 5516 
1 Outer 1.6 Lam i nar 1449 
2 Inner 27.3 Turbulent 6868 
2 Outer 14.5 Transitional 2470 
3 Inner 50.7 Turbulent 4896 
3 Outer 1.4 Laminar 925 

From these Nusselt numbers we can calculate the heat-transfer coefficients times the heat exchange area for 
the inner tube, the outer tube, and the inner tube wall. From these numbers we can calculate the total heat
transfer number, hA. All values are given in table 10.4. 

Table 10.4 The heat transfer numbers. The outer tubes dominate the heat transfer numbers. 
Heat exchanger hinnerA houterA hwai0. hA 
1 29.7 1.39 1162 1.33 
2 1.28 0.715 309 0.458 
3 34.1 0.977 4446 0.949 

From table 10.4 we see the tube wall has little influence on the total heat-transfer number, because the heat 
transfer number for the wall is much larger than for the gas flows. It can also been seen that the outer tubes 
dominate the heat transfer numbers for all counterflow heat exchangers (Formula 4.32). With formula 4.15 
we can calculate the exchanged heat in each tube. Wethen take for the specific heat 

CP 
c =- 10.1 

P M 
In this formula Cp is the specific heat per mole. From the calculated exchanged heats we can get the 
temperature differences between the gas flow going into the pul se tube and coming out of the pulse tube at 
the cold side, Th-Tc, if we use the total heat-transfer number. The numbers are given in table 10.5. 

Table 10.5. The maximum heat flow and the maximum temperafure differences between the incoming and 
the outgoing flow. 
Heat exchanger Q inner tube (W) Q outer tube (W) Th- Tc inner tube Th- Tc outer tube 

(K) (K) 
1 33.3 31.1 25.1 23.4 
2 23.9 26.8 52.1 58.6 
3 26.0 13.5 27.4 14.2 

We see in table 10.5, that for heat exchangers 1 and 2 the exchanged heats are almost the same. This has to 
be, because what one flow gives of on heat the other takes up. Also the temperature difference between the 
two flows is the same forthese two heat exchangers. The third heat exchanger deviates because of the large 
influence of the outer tube wall. Gas is flowing relatively slow through the outer tube, so the gas can 
exchange heat with this thick wall. The wall then stores the heat, the "regenerator"-effect, so the heat 
coming from the inner tube flow is used in the outer tube gas flow and the outer tube wall. This causes the 
outer tube gas flow temperature to fluctuate less. This also explains, why the exchanged heat, in the inner 
and outer tube, are not the same. 

10.3 Assumptions 

In calculating the heat transfer numbers, we assumed that the inlet length to be much smaller than the 
length of the heat exchanger. Another assumption was that the thermal penetratien depth was much larger 
than the thickness of the inner tube wall. The in let length can be calculated from the Reynolds number with 
formula 4.7. The thermal penetratien depth can be calculated with formula 4.33. 
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Table 10.6 Comparison of thermal penetration depth and in! et length. 
Heat exchanger Thermal W all thickness Inlet Jength lnlet length Heat exchanger 

penetration inner tube (mm) inner tube (m) outer tube (m) length (m) 
de_pth (mm) 

1 1.6 0.1 0.221 0.029 1.50 
2 1.6 0.05 0.309 0.049 0.10 
3 1.6 0.05 0.220 0.019 1.49 

We see in table 1 0.6, that the thermal penetration depth is much larger than the wall thickness. This means 
this assumption was valid. We see the inlet Jength in the inner tube is large compared to the tube Jength, 
especially in the second heat exchanger. This means that in the second heat exchangerinlet effects play a 
large role. 

10.4 Enthalpy and entropy considerations 

Now we look at the thermodynamics of the system. The effect of the outer tubewallis neglected. We 
calculate the enthalpy flow through the heat exchanger and compare this to the cooling power. According 
to formula 5.9 we can calculate the average enthalpy flow using the temperature difference we got in table 
10.5, using the exchanged heat (equation 4.15). We can also calculate the average intrinsic cooling power 
with formula 5.13. The results are shown in table 10.7. 

Table 10.7. Enthalpy flows and cooling powers. 
Heat exchanger Enthalpy flow in Cooling power Enthalpy flow in Cooling power 

inner tube heat pulse tube 1 (W) outer tube of heat pulse tube 2 (W) 
exchanger (W) exchanger (W) 

1 13.9 15.4 11.8 14.4 
2 162 137 125 93.3 
3 45.6 49.4 3.7 3.8 

We see in table 10.7, the intrinsic cooling powers are always about the same as the enthalpy flows of the 
tube in question. This means the cooling power (5.12) is about zero. This is consistent with the 
experiments, because the temperature of the cold heat exchanger is constant. 
Now we have seen that the enthalpy flow is about equal to the intrinsic cooling power, when there is 
equilibrium. This gives us a tooi to predict the minimum temperature, if we know the pressure oscillation 
and the orifice conductivity. From the pressure oscillation and orifice conductivity one can calculate the 
intrinsic cooling power (formula 5.13). This cooling power is equal to the enthalpy flow. From this 
enthalpy flow (formula 5.11) the temperature difference, 11Thc=Th-Tc, can be calculated. Finally by 
assuming that the heat flows (equations 4.11 and 4.31) are equal, we can calculate the minimum 
temperature. 
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11 Conclusions 

In this report we discussed a new type of pulse-tube refrigerator. The results are promising, but there is a lot 
of research necessary to develop a system with this type of pulse tube, that works camparabie to 
conventional pulse-tube refrigerators. The advantages of a pulse-tube refrigerator like we developed 
compared toa conventional pulse-tube refrigerator, are the reduction in weight and costs, because one 
doesn't needan expensive and heavy regenerator. Another advantage is that we can omit the buffers, which 
is a large reduction in volume and weight of the system. 

The lowest temperature reached with this system is -70.9°C, with buffers connected. Without the buffers 
connected the lowest temperature reached is -68.0°C. The difference between these two temperatures is 
smal!. This means that later, in a commercial development, the buffers can be omitted. An important factor 
in omitting the buffers, is that there can be a DC-flow from one pulse tube to the other, which limits the 
minimum temperature. 

From the pressure drops over the heat exchangers we can conclude that the flows in the tubes of the heat 
exchanger are in accordance with the Reynolds numbers, but there is still a large difference between the 
calculated friction factors and the theoretica! friction factors. From the comparison of the heat transfer 
numbers, one can conclude that the wall of the inner tube has little effect on the heat transfer, so 
theoretically it doesn't matterif this wallis 0.05 or 0.1 mm thick. The theory we have developed is 
consistent with the experiments, except for the third heat exchanger, which deviates in some points. The 
third heat exchanger deviates from the calculations, because we assumed an equal capacity flow in the 
inner and outer tube of the heat exchanger. This is not the case in the third heat exchanger, due to the large 
pressure drop in the outer tube, which causes the outer tube wall to have a large influence. We also 
assumed that the thermal penetration depth is much larger than the thickness of the wall of the inner tube. 
This was a valid assumption. The inlet length, however, was quite large compared to the length of the heat 
exchanger. This means that inlet effects play an important role. If we look at the thermodynamics, the 
enthalpy flows and the cooling powers are consistent. This gives usatooi in calculating the minimum 
temperature. 

The optimum frequency is independent of the si zes of the heat exchanger examined in this work, except for 
the third heat exchanger, in which the large difference in pressure oscillations changes the optimum 
frequency. There seems to be one optimum setting for the system with respect to the frequency and orifice 
conductivities, for each heat exchanger. The pressure drop over the heat exchanger can become quite large 
(up to 5.8 bar) compared totheinput pressure asciilation amplitude (6.3 to 7.8 bar). So this is an important 
parameter to consider in later research. A remarkable effect was seen when we closed the entrance to one 
si de of the heat exchanger. This effect was bestseen when the inner tube of the heat exchanger was closed. 
Gas is then flowing only through the outer tube, so the pul se tube connected to this tube, still kept working. 
This is probably due to the "regenerator"-effect ofthe outer tube wal!. The cooling power is approximately 
linearly dependant on the temperature and reaches up to 1 watt at -25°C. The cooling power is about equal 
for the situations with and without buffers. The differential heat leak of the system is small and has a 
maximum value of2.5 mW/K. 

For further research there are several aspects to consider. 
• The areas of flow need not be the same. It is more important that the pressure drops, over the inner and 
outer tube of the heat exchanger, are the same. 
• The heat exchanger length should not be too short, because inlet effects may play a large role. 
• The way pressures are measured should be changed. This to measure the pressures in the pulse tubes with 
enough accuracy. There are changes intheset-up planned to overcome this problem. 
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Appendix A Drawings and information of parts of the setup 
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Figure A2. The conneetion parts of the counterflow heat exchangers 
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Appendix B Measurements 

Optimizations 
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00 

"' ("oÎ 

5.85E-12 

orifice 
conductivity 

(m3/Pa·s) 

Figure BI. Optimization ofpulse tube 1 (connected to inner tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 1 (with buffers). 

Putse tube 2 

Temperature ("C) 

Rotating valve frequency (Hz) 

5.85E-12 

orifice 
conductivity 

(m3/Pa·s) 

Figure B2. Optimization ofpulse tube 2 (connected to outer tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 1 (with buffers). 
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II 

Figure B3. Optimization ofpulse tube 1 (connected to inner tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 1 (without buffers). 
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Figure B4. Optimization ofpulse tube 2 (connected to outer tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 1 (without buffers). 
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Putse tube 1 

orifice conductivity (ml/Pa s) 

Rotating valve frequency (Hz) 

Figure 85. Optimization ofpulse tube 1 (connected to inner tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 2 (with buffers). 

ternperature (0 C) 

Putse tube 2 

rt~,_'F==P--fc=F~~:t,...J__j_ ·3,90E·12 

5,BOE·12 

Rotating vatve frequency (Hz) 

orifice conductivety 
{rn3/Pa s) 

Figure 86. Optimization of pulse tube 2 ( connected to outer tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 2 (with buffers). 
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Putse tube 1 

-17,5 

-18 

Temperature eq 

Rotating vatve frequency (Hz) 

4.60E-10 

2,1584 

4.20E-11 
7.90E-11 

Orifice conductivity 
(m3/Pa s) 

IV 

Figure B7. Optimization of putse tube 1 ( connected to inner tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 2 (without buffers). 
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Rotating vatve frequency (Hz) 
2,1584 

4.20E-11 
7.90E-11 

Orifice conductivity 
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Figure BB. Optimization ofpulse tube 2 (connected to outer tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 2 (without buffers). 
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Pulse tube 1 
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Figure B9. Optimization of pulse tube 1 ( connected to inner tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 3 (with buffers). 
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Orifice conductivity 
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Figure BlO. Optimization ofpulse tube 2 (connected to outer tube of counterflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 3 (with buffers). 
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frequency (Hz) 

Pulse tube 1 

-35 
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-37 
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Orifice conductivity 
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VI 

Figure BIJ. Optimization ofpulse tube 1 (connected to inner tube of counteiflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 3 (without buffers). 
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Figure Bl2. Optimization ofpulse tube 2 (connected to outer tube of counteiflow heat exchanger) with heat 
exchanger 3 (without buffers). 
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Influence of decreasing the pressure amplitudes in the counterflow heat exchangers (valves 1 and 2) on 
minimum temperature. 

Variation of valve 1 

0 

-10 

-20 
û 
e_, -30 .. .. 
.s -40 "' ·.- ... -.- -.-pulsetube 2 
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0 2 3 4 5 6 

Pressure amplitude before outer tube of heat exchanger (bar) 

VII 

Figure 813. 1ncrease in pressure amplitude before outer tube of heat exchanger 1 ( conneered to putse tube 
2) (with buffers). The temperatures of both pulse tubes as function of the pressure amplitude before the 
outer tube is shown. 

Varia ti on of valve 2 
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_
75 

..E"_ _: _ _ _ puls~ tube 2 : 

-80~----------~------~----~----~------~----~----~ 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Pressure amplitude before inner tube of heat exchanger (bar) 

Figure 814. /ncrease in pressure amplitude before inner tube of heat exchanger 1 (connected to pulse tube 
1) ( with buffers). The temperatures of both pulse tubes as function of the pressure amplitude before the 
inner tube is shown. 
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Variation of valve 1 
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-40 
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Pressure amplitude before outer tube of heat exchanger (bar) 

Figure Bl5. lncrease in pressure amplitude befare outer tube of heat exchanger 2 ( connected to putse tube 
2) (with buffers). The temperatures of both putse tubes as function of the pressure amplitude befare the 
outer tube is shown. 

Variation of valve 2 
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Figure Bl6. lncrease in pressure amplitude befare inner tube of heat exchanger l(connected to putse tube 
1) ( with buffers). The temperatures of both putse tubes as function of the pressure amplitude befare the 
inner tube is shown. 
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Warm-up curves. 
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Figure B17. Warm up curve with counterflow heat exchanger 2 (without buffers) connected. 
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Figure BIB. Warm up curve with counterflow heat exchanger 3 (without buffers) connected. 
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Appendix C Calculations 

In this section we show the calculations we used in chapter 10. First all formulas are given. After that the 
data for the three counterflow heat exchangers is given foliowed by the results. 

> restart; 
> 
>#genera! 
> 
> vin:=Cv*p 1 in *Vt*omegain/(Cp*pOin)*sqrt( (1 +alphain"2)/alphain"2)* 11 Ain: 
> vout:=Cv*p 1 out*V t*omegaout/(Cp*pOout)*sqrt(( 1 +alphaout"2)/alphaout"2)* 11 A out: 
> omegain:=2*Pi*fin: 
> omegaout:=2*Pi*fout: 
> Ain:=1/4*Pi*D1"2: 
> Aout:=1/4*Pi*(D3"2-D2"2): 
> rhoin:=M*pOin/(R *Tavin): 
> rhoout:=M*pOout/(R *Tavout): 
> Dhin:=Dl: 
> Dhout:=D3-D2: 
> Dein:=Dl: 
> Deout:=(D3"2-D2"2)/D2: 
> Rein:=rhoin*vin*Dhin/eta: 
> Reout:=rhoout*vout*Dhout/eta: 
> mdotin:=vin*rhoin*Ain: 
> mdotout:=vout*rhoout* Aout: 
> Cin:=mdotin*Cp: 
> Cout:=mdotout*Cp: 
> 
> #pressures 
> 
> deltapcurve:= 112 *0.30*rhoout*vout"2: 
> ffrin:=deltapin *Dhin/(2 *L *rhoin *vin"2): 
> ffrout:=deltapout*Dhout/(2*L *rhoout*vout"2): 
> deltapout:=deltapouttot-2*deltapcurve: 
> ffrlamin:=l6/Rein: 
> ffrtransin:=0.0791/(Rein"0.25): 
> ffrlamout:=24*(D2/D30"0.035/Reout: 
> ffrtransout:=0.0791/(Reout"'.25): 
> 
>#temperatures 
> 
> Nusinlam:=l.86*(Dein*Rein*Pr/L)"(113): 
> Nusoutlam:=l.86*(Deout*Reout*Pr!L)"(113): 
> Nusinturb:=(ffrin/2)*Pr*(Rein-1 000)/(1 + 12.7*sqrt(ffrin/2)*(Pr"(2/3)-l)): 
> Nusoutturb:=(ffrout/2)*Pr*(Reout-l 000)/(1 + 12.7*sqrt(ffrout/2)*(Pr"(2/3)-1 )): 
> Nusintrans:=(( (ffrin/2)*Pr*3000/(l + 12. 7*sqrt(ffrin/2)*(Pr"(2/3)-1)) )
(1.86*(Dein*2300*Pr/L)"( 1/3)) )/l?OO*(Rein-2300)+( 1.86*(Dein *2300*Pr!L)"(113)): 
> Nusouttrans:=(((ffrout/2)*Pr*3000/(1 + 12.7*sqrt(ffrout/2)*(Pr"(2/3)-l)))-
( 1.86*(Deout*2300*Pr!L)"(l/3)) )/l?OO*(Reout-2300)+( 1.86*(Deout*2300*Pr/L)"( 113) ): 
> hin:=Nusin*k/Dein: 
> hout:=Nusout*k/Deout: 
> hwallA:=ln(D2/Dl)/(2*Pi*kw*L): 
> hA:=ll(11(hin*Pi*Dl *L)+hwallA+ l/(hout*Pi*D2*L)): 
> Qin:=mdotin*cp*DeltaTin: 
> Qout:=mdotout*cp*DeltaTout: 

I 
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> deltatin:=Qin/hA: 
> deltatout:=Qout/hA: 
> 
>#checks 
> 
> Liin:=0.05*Rein*Dhin: 
> Liout:=0.05*Reout*Dhout: 
> dt:=sqrt((2 *kw)/( omegain *rhow*cpw) ): 
> dtout:=sqrt( (2 *kw)/( omegaout*rhow*cpw) ): 
> 
> #thermodynamics 
> 
> Hin:=C 1 in/(R *Tavin)*pOin*p 1 in*sqrt(1 +alphainA2)*Cp*deltatin/4: 
> Hout:=C 1 out/(R *Tavout)*pOout*p 1out*sqrt(1 +alphaoutA2)*Cp*deltatout/4: 
> Hcin:=112*C lin*plinA2: 
> Hcout:= 112 *C 1 out*p 1 outA2: 
> 
> #genera! constauts 
> 
> Cv:=3/2*R:Cp:=512*R:R:=8.31: Vt:=1.14e-5:M:=4e-3:eta:=20e-6:k:=0.144: 
kw:=50:Pr:=0.7:cp:=Cp/M:cpw:=460:rhow:=7800: 
> 
> #Heat exchanger 1 
> 
> Cmin:=Cout: 
> 
> #exchanger constants 
> Dl :=0.8e-3:D2:=1.2e-3:D3:=1.6e-3:Tavin:=273+((23-69 .5)/2):Tavout:=273+ 

II 

> ((23-70.9)/2):Tin:=273-69.5:Tout:=273-70.9:fin:= 1.7 :fout:=1.7:p 1 in:=3.le5:p1out:=3.0e5 :pOin:= 17 .4e5: 
pOout:= 15 .6e5: alphain:=0.81 :alphaout:=0.89:deltapin:=4.3e5 :deltapouttot:=4.4e5 :L:= 1.5 :DeltaTin:=69 .5+ 2 
3:DeltaTout:=70.9+23:C1in:=3.2e-10:C1out:=3.2e-lO:Nusin:=Nusinturb:Nusout:=Nusoutlam: 
> 
> #evaluations 
> 
> evalf(vin,4); 41.11 

> evalf(Rein,4); 5516. 

> evalf(ffrin,4); .02022 

> evalf(ffrlamin,4); .002902 

> evalf(ffrtransin,4); .009176 

> evalf(vout,4); 24.01 

> evalf(Reout,4); 1449. 

> evalf(deltapcurvelle5,4); .002610 

> evalf(ffrout,4); .03368 

> evalf(ffrlamout,4); .01641 

> evalf(ffrtransout,4); .01282 
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> evalf(Nusin,4); 

> evalf(Nusout,4); 

> evalf(Nusinlam,4); 

> evalf(Nusoutlam,4 ); 

> evalf(Nusintrans,4 ); 

> evalf(Nusouttrans,4); 

> evalf(Nusinturb,4); 

> evalf(Nusoutturb,4); 

> evalf(hin*Pi*D1 *L,4); 

> evalf(hout*Pi *D2 *L,4); 

> evalf( llhwaliA,4 ); 

> evalf(hA,4); 

> evalf(Qin,4); 

> evalf( deltatin,4); 

> evalf(Qout,4); 

> eva1f(deltatout,4); 

> evalf(dt,4); 

> evalf(Liin,4); 

> evalf(Liout,4); 

> evalf(Hin,4); 

> evalf(Hout,4); 

> evalf(Hcin,4); 

> evalf(Hcout,4); 

> 
> #Heat exchanger 2 
> 
> Cmin:=Cout: 
> 
> #exchanger constants 

43.77 

1.595 

2.366 

1.595 

53.47 

-24.40 

43.79 

8.125 

29.70 

1.393 

1162. 

1.327 

33.31 

25.09 

31.05 

23.39 

.001615 

.2206 

.02898 

13.94 

11.78 

15.38 

14.40 

> D 1 :=0.9e-3:D2:= 1.0e-3 :D3 := 1.4e-3 :Tavin:=273+( (23-24.3 )/2):Tavout:=273+( (23-32.4 )/2):Tin:=273-
24.3:Tout:=273-32.4:fin:=1.7:fout:=1.7:p1in:=6.5e5:plout:=5.5e5:p0in:=16.2e5:p0out:=16.3e5: 
alphain:= 1.71 :alphaout:= 1.22:deltapin :=0.2e5 :deltapouttot:= 1.5e5:L:=0.1 035:DeltaTin:=24.3+23: 
DeltaTout:=32.4+ 23:C 1 in:=6.5e-1 O:C 1 out:=6.5e-1 O:Nusin:=Nusinturb:Nusout:=Nusouttrans: 

lil 
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> 
> #evaluations 
> 
> evalf(vin,4); 53.33 

> evalf(Rein,4); 6868. 

> evalf(ffrin,4); .01066 

> evalf(ffrlarnin,4); .002330 

> evalf(ffrtransin,4); .008686 

> evalf(vout,4); 42.25 

> evalf(Reout,4); 2470. 

> evalf( deltapeurveil e5 ,4); .007840 

> evalf(ffrout,4); .05491 

> evalf(ffrlarnout,4); .009600 

> evalf(ffrtransout,4); .01122 

> evalf(Nusin,4); 27.28 

> evalf(Nusout,4); 14.67 

> evalf(Nusinlam,4); 6.454 

> evalf(Nusoutlam,4); 4.690 

> evalf(Nusintrans,4 ); 29.87 

> evalf(Nusouttrans,4); 14.51 

> evalf(Nusinturb,4); 27.25 

> evalf(Nusoutturb,4); 50.94 

> evalf(hin*Pi*D1 *L,4); 1.277 

> evalf(hout*Pi*D2*L,4); .7151 

> evalf(l/hwallA,4); 308.6 

> evalf(hA,4); .4579 

> evalf(Qin,4); 23.87 

> evalf( deltatin,4 ); 52.12 

> evalf(Qout,4); 26.81 

> evalf(deltatout,4); 58.56 
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> evalf(dt,4); .001615 

> evalf(Liin,4); .3090 

> evalf(Liout,4); .04940 

> evalf(Hin,4); 162.1 

> evalf(Hout,4); 125.4 

> evalf(Hcin,4); 137.3 

> evalf(Hcout,4); 98.30 

> 
> #Heat exchanger 3 
> 
> Cmin:=Cout: 
> 
> #exchanger constants 
> D 1 :=0.9e-3:D2:=1.0e-3:D3:=1.4e-3:Tavin:=273+((23-49.5)12):Tavout:=273+((23-51.4)/2): 
Tin:=273-49.5:Tout:=273-51.4:fin:=1. 7 :fout:= 1.7 :p 1in:=3.9e5:p1 out:=1.9e5:p0in:=17 .6e5: 
pOout:= 18.1e5:alphain:=1.18:alphaout:= 1.1 O:deltapin:=3.1e5:deltapouttot:=5.8e5:L:=1.49: 
DeltaTin:=49.5+23:DeltaTout:=51.4+23:C1in:=6.5e-10:C1out:=2.1e-10:Nusin:=Nusinturb: 
Nusout:=Nusoutlam: 
> 
> #evaluations 
> 
> evalf(vin,4); 33.33 

> evalf(Rein,4); 4896. 

> evalf(ffrin,4); .02582 

> evalf(ffrlamin,4); .003270 

> evalf(ffrtransin,4); .009458 

> evalf(vout,4); 13.73 

> evalf(Reout,4); 924.8 

> evalf(deltapcurvelle5,4); .0009530 

> evalf(ffrout,4); .1224 

> evalf(ffrlamout,4); .02565 

> evalf(ffrtransout,4); .01434 

> evalf(Nusin,4); 50.63 

> evalf(Nusout,4); 1.390 

> evalf(Nusinlam,4); 2.370 

V 
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> evalf(Nusoutlam,4); 1.390 

> evalf(Nusintrans,4 ); 58.62 

> evalf(Nusouttrans,4); -306.8 

> evalf(Nusinturb,4); 50.70 

> evalf(Nusoutturb,4); -9.613 

> evalf(hin*Pi*D1 *L,4); 34.12 

> evalf(hout*Pi*D2*L,4); .9765 

> evalf(1/hwal!A,4); 4446. 

> evalf(hA,4); .9488 

> evalf(Qin,4); 26.03 

> evalf(deltatin,4); 27.44 

> evalf(Qout,4); 13.47 

> evalf(deltatout,4); 14.20 

> evalf(dt,4); .001615 

> evalf(dtout,4); .001615 

> evalf(Liin,4); .2204 

> evalf(Liout,4); .01850 

> evalf(Hin,4); 45.61 

> evalf(Hout,4); 3.683 

> evalf(Hcin,4); 49.43 

> evalf(Hcout,4); 3.790 


